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Mr. Editor: I lut.I hoped to give vou
pointe un my this year s grass crop
lii!*· it was growing, but time prevented.
rhe
early spung was cold and <lr\
Ralph T. Parkei
„·.. t>. Bi- ee.
so that the use of fertilizers was nut
a>
effective as it would otherwise have
1. BICK.
been. In fact, while later ou we had
plenty of rain, it was so cold that tbt
Surgeon Dentiet,
gra-s» crop ,,f the entire eastern au<i
MAINK.
->l"TH PARIS,
northern sections is. a* a whole, rather
e-t «υπ warranted.
"
Io" niany depend on the Lord to
make a crop without aid.
ΛΑΤΙΟ WOODBURY, A M.. M.D.,
>j-me «liantes in m ν field «ave me
acres on which I used
worth
Pàyeician & Surgeon,
tertilizer; a little less than >1»» worth
MAINK.
■ITU PARIS,
per acre or SÎ.2Ô per ton of hay pn»duc*·«'.
lue total product was
12vs74
»'
r>—Mence, 14 lllitb street.
pounds. Five acres of the held was bad·> washed by a cloudburst the last of
:■ s.MîTu,
This was seeded the loth oi
August.
September, which «ave but little time to
Attorney »t Law,
cultivate. acereate and renew the soil
MAINE
SORkVAT,
his portion of the field produced bu<
1·-' tons to the acre, and one acre, in
a sliady orchard, produced but little ovei
iVluN K. B»i(K)K>.
ι i.s acres produce*!
-'tons.
10.i<47
·>
:;-4 acres,
pounds: 4 1-4 acres 4»J. 1^4:
A'torrey at Law.
new sown. 27.lu* pounds and 7-* of an
Notary Public.
acre yielded U.vjO pounds, or at the rate
MAINK.
I TH PARIS,
This tie!.!
"f I ·. :·;: pounds to the acre.
lii firs'
receive my prc>mt personal attention. nas lieen scede«l 1·'! years and
r- made la) claim U pal<l.
i'
crops and 12 second crods. a total of lirj
jtu-t- reporte·! «η promptly.
ou one
"Us. taken from one seediug.
section of Vs of au acre the yield w »>
Λ»Γ. |·. |ι>Ν;·.5 Λ SON,
s..>4.> pounds or at the rate* of HJ.072
pouuils jo the acre. These two sections
Dentiste,
or a total of 1 1-2 acres, gave
T-- au.l
Κ.
MAIN
\OlCWAY,
over 10 tons to the first crop and for a
Main >t.
second crop ι hope for from 4 to *> tons
Alt rney» and Counsellors at
Μ Κ' 'Kl> Λ LLS,
ectlon Department.
» *.«.

\
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orresuoQ.i. no· on erac ileal a*.-: (cultural topic··
W euliciU.-'!
Λ'1'lrt-.·» λ!1 comniunlatl··!:·. in
t*3'le>t for this Uepartiueut to IIENKT l>.
Agricultural κ iltor Oxford L>«ui
ocrat. Pari-. Me.

» <■ *i
tap·». tie· »ηΊ drl
wtag, mowing an·! ÉWÉÉg im(.»of Aii kinds, pre.·.*·», guns, pi*
re
.e-, trap?. etc., neatlv aa<l promptly
Sw am an·! water ulpînic 'lone to order
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UNCLE SOLON STILL IN EVIDENCE.
Those of our reader* who are not read
iug the sou ad words of wisdom conUliu
ed each week in the budget written In
Uncle Solon Chase and published in tin
Boston Sunday Herald, are missing »
great treat. We commend the following
brief extract from his last budget to oui
readers.
The last paragraph of it is
good enough to come from any one's
pen, and we especially commend it t«
those who think that farm life is something terrible:
The hay crop of Maine that is now
being put into the barn has a money
value of millions of dollars. By improv
ed cultivation we cut more hay than we
used to and dou't mow over so much
iirouud. It don't cost so much to cut
the increased crop as it did to cu tthi
smaller crop.
Farmers are not moving out of the
state much.
Some of 'em are making

changes to get nearer manufacturing
cities, and young men and women art
willing to stay on the farm w here con-

ditions are favorable.
The dairy products of Maine amount
There are two buttei
to a large sum.
factories in this town, one of which with
a branch at Auburn,
t;
pays the farmer*
$500,UUU a year f«>r cream. The cream
checks come monthly, and the women
folks have nothing to do with the cream
only to put the cream check where it
Associated
will do the most good.
dairying ha» eliminated very much of the
hard" work from the lite of the farmer's
wife.
We raise the finest flavored sweet corn
"f any state in the union. The sweet corn
business is large, and growing larger
and is (airly remunerative to the farmer.
New sweet corn factories are built every
year. The largest sweet corn plant in
the state is now in process of construction in this town. In this state the season is short, and sweet corn makes such a
rapid growth that the quality is excellent.
The potato crop of Aroostook county
is immense, and is known far and wide
Farmers in1
tor its excellent quality.
\roostook have ">0 to 10» acre potato
lields.
The apple crop is a source of lar-je inand the export
come to the farmers,
mure.
is increasing and the farmers
h KiilCK Λ PARK.
I hese two sections are natural grass demand
are giving their orchards more care and
i.tuu with
lay. gravel, hard pan soil, just culture.
Attorneys at Law,
The prospect is there will be
-rade enough to arry off the water from
MAINK
this year and the price will
KKTUbL,
the surface, moist, not under-drained. good crops
''vk
tTI.f-r*
be satisfactory. There never was a time
;'»on If. Merrick
tii> vegetable matter, cold. wet.
unproLan<) when there was so little discontent among
fiurtivi·.
I hat was its reo>nI.
>11Ν i. HARLOW.
the farmers of Maine as at the present
tha will carry subsoil water is wanted.
time.
Man provides the res·. The cost of pro
Our friends who don't shake the dust
Attorney at Law,
ducmg a ton of hay ·η this kind of land of the
*AtNfc.
OIJFlKf.U.
pavements from their feet mayin
is less than
or less than f4 per P>n
the slow plodding farmer as of
the barn. On an experimental piece of regard
should not
J. WALDO NASH.
• •de half acre,
which was cut up with not much account, but they
that it it was not for the man who
the Double Action Cutaway Harrow, forget
makes tracks in the barnyard weeds and
having been seeded two years, taken up thistles would
grow in the city,streets.—
Sept. 1. I ;*'l. and seedetl 10 days later, Turf. Farm and Home.
the product was 4.spi pounds, or at the
GRANGE BLOCK,
NOR "AY. rate of 9,0-0 pounds per acre.
Over Advertiser Office,
OVΞ R
5.000,000 FARMS.
As above stated, the total yield from
ihe 14 ·>·χ ;htw was l«x,>74 pounds of
S.
well cured hay. I have the exact cost
K.\" si s Ut'LI.ETIX OX STATE OF AOBICI I."
of a ton of dry hay including fertilizer,
will resume teaching on the
Tl'RK IN 1U00.
cutting, curing and puttiug
GUITAR spreading,
AND
BANJO, MANDOLIN
into the barn, which is $4.t>ô. I call it
.it AMlRKH'S HOfSE, South Pari·».
The census bureau has issued a bulleSeven acres of this was
» per ton.
I I I>DAV of ta» Week commencing Fe>>. l«th seeded from the loth to the l.'.th of Sep- tin nivim; the condition of agriculture in
tember. 1!h»i. when it should have been the country for the year 1900. It shows
Permanent a ldr»ss, 5* .laines St., Auburn.
seeded September 1, MOI, and would that there were at the time 5,739,657
The
The total farms, valued at 310,074,094,247.
NOTICE.
have given a better crop.
yield of the seven acres of newly seeded value of farm implements, machinery
My wife Rachel A. Jortan, having left my >»e»l
an·
board without ju-t cause. all person*
u.
ground was 4·>,0ιι pounds. '.· months and live stock, added to the value of the
•el·)· not) lied not to tru-t her upon my account
troin the day of seeding, and that under farms, gives a total value of the farm
1 •i.a'.L pay uo bille cou tract··. I bj her ait·
property of $20,514,001,888.
:.il- 'late.
very unfavorable circumstances.
S. A. JORDAN.
The total farm products for the year
1 his is conclusive evidence to me that
littl
BuckfleM. Mi·., July
better
is!»!· is yiven at $4.739,118.752, of which
if we want to grow grass we had
amount
s >w grass, and if wheat, rye or any other
31,71 *.990,221 was for animal
stats or η ine
gram, we had better sow them by them- products, including live stock, poultry
selves to get success, for it is certain and bee products. The bulletin places
TRKASl'RKR'S oFFI( k.
that a proper grass stand cannot be ob- the average size of farms in the United
Λΐ'<>ι *ta, July :{·». I "Ό*.
Revl»c«!
the
of
l':r>uantto chap. ·'., -·χ ΤΛ.
tained with any other crops. My grass Mates at 14ft at-res, and it is stated that 4!»
it :· -, 1 wl 1, at the ">tate Treasurer's office at
this year confirms, more fully if percent of the farm land is improved.
the twenty-lourth 'lay of -eptember crop
Λ
-t...
should The total acreage for the entire countryext. al π o'e oekA il, mU an·! nun by <lee<i, possible.three things,—that grass
t t.lMer all the Interest of the Stat··
::·
be sown by itself that Timothy was 841,201,540.
always
t
tr
t- of land here nafter described. lying
The most important stafes are, beginand lied Top iu equal parts are correct,
ii!m ort»or«te>t townships, -ai l tracts havln.·
is absolutely ning at the west, Missouri, Iowa, Illinois.
-:· Ite
I·· the St·» te for »iae t.txes »ιι·Ι and that intense cultivation
• v tax· -. * crtili··'! to the Treasurer of State
necessary to succeed. The outlook this Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania and New
The «a.e an·! conveyance of
!
e«r Γ-"
I am York. Together they contribute 44 perfor a second crop is good.
I# ma<le subject to ,·« right In the year
t-.n t w
cent of the total value of farm proj>erty.
now sowing the fertilizer for that crop.
ιτ·
or paît owner w:o-e rluht- have bee·.
C···!, t«> redeem the «ame at any time wlibln 1 fertilize for every crop and use one and :i:i percent of the total value of the
or
tenderln
line
-a
vcjr .ift'-rjhe
c, by pa)
muriate of potash farm products.
of what the third each of bone,
pur· lia-er hi- proi««>r»lon
Texas leads with the greatest number
InWe-t I aud nitrate of soda, as per directions iu
mm p.d'f theref'T at the sale with
from
of f irms, 332,190, and also with the high·
-.Ue of twenty per cent per annum
my grass circular.
for release, or
'*
lar
*lo
one
Mit,tM
But only a
1 lie truth of my statements in re- est acreage, 125,807,017.
wner ma ν redeem hit lntere-t by payltg
a- pro.
lation to grass culture has often been little over 15 percent of the farm land in
mal ic-aM to the Treasurer of
statut··»
I
Revl-ed
of
the
value of
and
the
•
Texas was improved,
-hap. ··, s·*»·. 75
juestioned. To all such questioners
V> tract. however, will be soul at a price le-s
the fa· ts which 1 have fourni the farm land in Texas was less than in
would
un·
say
such
for
thereon
due
:i «lie full amount
t
what any of us wou d Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York, Missouri,
I ^tate and countv taxes, lntere-t aud co.-ts, ■tre truly beyond
a- i«M;rll>e·! in the folioWiiiK -cheduie
have thought possible to obtaiu 2" years Iowa or Illinois, being 3tM52,47tJ,273.
ago, but nevertheless my statements are Missouri ranks second in the number of
OXFORD tofNTY.
1 :!l # .'4 V true and those who come here and ex- farms, having 2>4,Sf>0.
-·"·
Kryeb rn Academy (.rant.
4'· »L">
1UI
Iowa leads the list in the percentage
amine for themselves, and there are hunKryel»urK \cademy tirant,
Ώ'«i
1 ·4
."7 h rvc.urtf .Aui'lemy Orai t
Illinois occudies
go away convinced of of improved lands.
S» >4 I dreds of then;,
I'M
Kryrbtir>( Academy Orant,
I have personally answered the first position in the matter of the
the fact.
MM
hyikwg AiM^tway βιΜ
:-·
out
1."»Λ
seut
farm
lauds, the figures for
total value of
more than 20.000 letters and
h'ryeburx Academy tiiant,
4o .'4
11J4
1-·! ï tyeburK Academy Grant,
more than 2M,»nn> circulars concerning that state being 32,004,316,897.
-iT
11·"·
:
I ryebur« Icademv tirant.
The live stock farm lands of the coun:I7 47 this grass culture in the last two years.
l^.T
1Frveburx Acadt my '.raut,
4». .'4
i"dn
••4
1 have enough circulars on hand yet. try are valued at $7.">00,284,273, or more
Kryebur); Academy tirant,
Hh ii
4i>:·
m
like my experience than 30 percent of the whole; the hay
KryeburK Academy ormnt,
75 .Vi and to all who would
4i".'7
I-'·
Kryetiurif Academy t»rant,
!β .VS anu will send a two-cent stamp 1 will and grain lands at $0,319,548,543, or 31
4.170
I '7 Kryeburn Academy Ο rant.
.»:{-■
4.J7o
send a cir< ular. and cheerfully answer percent; dairy products, over S percent:
Kryeburir Academy tirant,
7·! -4
iMV
;-.'·
or if cotton, over 5 percent.
Kryeburit Academy t.rant,
There are 512
any questions they wish to ask,
♦>> ii
4510
1 «"j Kryel.urit Academy Orant,
they wish to come here 1 will cheerfully coffee farms in the country, valued at
ORAMANUAL SMITH.
Treasurer State of Maine.
give them my time and any information 31,1*32,015.—New England Farmer.
possible. This is no toy. Vou would
not think so if you had stood by me
for
Petition
Discharge.
Bankrupt's
DISCARDED.
THE
DOCKED HORSE
while pitching on 42 of the 0«> loads that
1
In tli·· matter of
The rich,
aristocratic, fashionable
In Bankrupt.·?. were
KVERETT 1. SMART.
put in the barn on the 11th of July.
brute that docks a horse, ami the brutessBankrupt. )
—Maine Farmer.
Tu t(:·· Ho*. ( LAME» κ !IaL> Judge of the Dl«
that fail to protest against the dockes
trl< t Court of the United States for the Dl-trli
ing, or ride behind the docked, excuse
..f Maine
IT PAYS TO EXPERIMENT
!n
the
themselves and each other by saying
1MKKKTT L SMART, of Ruraford.
It pays tu experiment in a limited way
I 4 < Minity of · Utord, un·! State of Maine. lu
that their horses will be well protected
the
on
that
farmis
■«a
with new thiu-s. It
Dlatrkl, Rupwtfttlljf repre-ent-·
thespiceof
<
from flies, will be kept in such clean and
iftth day of January. last past, he was >!uly in
resometimes
and
j;, adds interest,
ο
Constables, that they will never miss
«·'judged ltaiikrupt under the Act* hat
One shonld not be tlyless
he
duly sults profitably.
gre·»» relating to Bankruptcy; that
the tail that God gave them as a weapon
surrendered all hl-« property and right* ot * irried away by a single success, uor be
the raids of biting and bloodill the
If a against
propertv, and ha* fully coiup leo with
discouraged by a single failure.
But the minute the
sucking inserts.
requirements of said A< t* and of the order- of
friend tiuds ;i forage-plant tliat yields an
Court touching hi» bankruptcy.
horse becomes unsound, or lapses
VV hereto!* he prays. That he may be decreed immense crop on his farm we should not poor
irom the "style" that suits the languishbv the Court to have a full illacharge from all
to the conclusion that it will do
female that rides behind him, off he
debts provable against his estate. under -sat·ι jump
and devote a whole ing
Bankrupt Acts, except such debt* as are | the same for us,
with no
to the auction block,
goes
it
test
such
from
safer
to
law
discharge
be
tield toit. It would
awptdl by
of the hands he may fall into or
thought
Dated this li th lay of July. A. t>. l'JHi.
bethree
or
two
scale
a
small
on
years
EVERETT L. SMART
torture he may have to enIt may be a the greater
Bankrupt. | fore plautiug largely of it.
dure through the loss of his tail. St ores
to grow for certain uses,
thing
good
of horses, discarded by the cruel idiots
URDEH UK \OTICf. THKRKUV.
but worthless for others—the very ones
can be seen in any city
DihTKH'T η»· Μ ΑΙΧΚ, s*.
It may- who docked them,
for which we would need it.
<>u this lûth ilajr of July, Λ. D. l»*i, on rea
hauling hucksters' or ragmen's
to be ijuite a profitable crop for any day,
lnj< the foregoing petltlo·, It Is—
prove
to men who could not
»">nlere·! by the Court, That a hear'ug be ha·! Sm th. who keeps large numbers of hoys, carts, be longing
of -«ept. A. l>.
if they had the disposition, give them
upon the same on the M h «lay
raises
who
but worthless for Hrown,
1 "J, before saM Court at Portland, In sai l Dlclean stables or tly nets to protect them
trli t. at It) o'clock In the forenoon. an'l that no. sheep chiefly.—Farm Λ. Fireside.
from their annoying and pain inflicting
the the reo be publlshe<t In the Oxford DemoDistrict. an·!
enemies. Poor, abused, helpless beasts,
crat, a uewspaper print»··! In -aid
that all kuowu creditor*. an I other persona In
have learned much valuable they are deprived of the one only comPeople
anil
time
said
the
at
pDcv.
Interest, may appear
the information, not only in regard to how fort or satisfaction they might enjoy if
at··! show êau«e. If any they have, why
Is· granted.
not
to work, but how to rest as well, and their former brutal owners had
prayer of «al'l petitioner should not
That
me
Court,
Ami It Is further ordered by
they are showing much good sense in the mutilated them at the beck of tluit
the Clerk «hall sen·! by mall to all known ere·!·1
make of their an- idiotic thing called
If the
fashion.
etttlon au ! this or 1er. ad- economical use they
Itors ι-optes of rai
Λ va- dockers of hurses do not get their just
•Ire—*.) to then at th· Ir places of residence as nual respite from their daily toil.
a
fad.
Toit will
stated.
considered
the
next
be
or
deserts in this world
cation used to
Wltne-s the ll«>N. ILAMKMK IIalu Judge
the look as if there is a serious defect in the
I'ort- day it is considered a necessity, and
• >f the sal'l Court, ami the seal thereof, at
most in this machinery of tiod's
providence.—Farm,
lan·!. In said District, ou the lHth 'lay of July, men w ho accomplish the
A. 1>. !!·«.
world to-day are the ones who religious- Stock and Home.
A. M. DAVIS. Clerk.
We
[L. ».|
season.
vacation
the
ly observe
Λ true copy of petition anil onler therrou.
Attest: A. H DA VIS. Clerk
are
glad to notice that the farmers
There is probably nothing more in
all over the suite are seeing the necessity
but for their terestiug than the way different people
not only for themselves,
for
Petition
Discharge.
bankrupt's
wives as well, of taking an outing, and obtain rest and enjoymeut during their
I
In the matter of
Mr. Blaine got his
it vacation season.
we trust the practice will grow until
BENJ. G LïoNS,
I) In Bankruptcy
becomes universal. The farmer not only greatest rtst ami recreation in the quiet
Bankrupt
To the llos. CLahkmiK Il«lk. Judge of the needs the rest, but he needs to touch el- • if a fishing resort, and Senator Henry
ourt of the United State-· for the
lilftrl· t
a desbow s with people of other occupations Cabot Lodge has hied himself to
I'Mrlct of Maine:
Rumfonl, In the whom he will meet at the summer re- ert island, where neither telephone nor
I.YoSs of
h VI. ».
lountv of oxford, and state of Maine, In sorts.
The touching will uiake him telegraph, steamer nor sailing craft can
on
►ai·! Dlstrn t. r>·» tctfully represent», that
broader, and if he is au up-to-date farm- reach him, and there, attended by a
ttx* -Uli 'lay οι May, last past. he was «lulv
in. single scrvaut ami helper, he will pass
er. he will give out as well as take
a· jt; iged lankrunt under the Act- of Congre»»
ha* ilulv sur
re atlt.g to bankruptcy; t at h
Thus his vacation will do others as well the summer.
rllitof
and
property,
his
reii'lere·! all
property
He w ill learn that the
as himself good.
.in·! ha-· fully complied with all the rc<) lteaiettt*
more
• •f sal'l \els an<l of the ο iters of C»u t to culug
average business man is something
Yes, a vacation is helpful to mothers
Ms ankruptcy
than a shark, but a gentleman who U
W lii· re fore he prays, that he m-y be 'lïeree
in- aud daughters of the family too, but
valuable
much
of imparting
capable
a ful discharge fioin all
have
I
to
ourt
the
by
will learn they began to see the beauty of the di'Iflili provable against his estate under said formation. while the city man
the men folks did, and
h debts as are exbankruptcy Acts, scent
that all engaged in agricultural pursuits version before
dl-charge.
such
but possibly had something to do with the
ceptai by law from
are not hayseeders or ignoramuses
Dated this ilst ··»* or July. A. I>. l'jni.
in their footsteps. At
Β h S J Ki. LYonS, Bankrupt.
that many of them are well informed others following
views on current any rate, the wlole family is going now,
of
liberal
gentlemen
oki>i:k or xuTirt twkrkox.
and the tide has set sostroug that it will
topics of the day.—Turf, Farm and Home. be a
Disnticr ur M ai.ni·:, se.
long while before a halt will be call<>n thl- .«th .lay of July. Α. I>. |Λκί. on readit is that it is as it is.
ing the foregoing petition, It Is—
farmer breeding good stock has ed. if ever, and well
Every
or .ered by the Court. that a hearing be U»'l
or more better than the rest, and
one
1».
A.
of
Sept..
upon the same on the .«Ui 'lay
than his neighbors.
Γ.«ί, before aid Court at l'ortlaml, lu sal·! Dis- very likely better
The idea in each and every case se >ms
trict, at 10 o'clock In the fon uoon; aud that Why not prepare for the fairs, and by
Uotlce fereof lie publi-hed In The oxford Dem
to be to do something on your vacation
competition find the stimulus for fur that
's rat, ·» n< w-pap.r pilule·! In said District, an·I
No other agent
you do not have to do every day,
ther improvements?
U'.it λ.ι ki ολτιι r'e lltor-. au<l ot.ier persona In
Go to the fairs, but aud there is where the rest comes. Not
Interest, may appear t the sal·I t ine ami place, can help like this.
tin
a
If
have,
why
ami show cause.
any they
stock and products. in simple listless idleness, but in
go to show your
prater of said p. tttiouer sbouM nut I* urante-l
in occupation, and that seems to
change
while
fairs
yourself.
the
helping
An It Is further ordered by the Court, thai the
Help
be the most rational way to rest, after
Clerk shall-end bv mail to sll knowu creditor*
all. A person of active temperament
copies of said ρ t tlon ami this onler, address**'
of
shore
Maryeastern
Cattle on the
to them at their u aces of residence as stated.
does not want to stop the machine alWl η ess the lion. ClaUUCK IIaLK. Judge land are suffering from a disease which
even for a week or two, but
of the said Cou-t, and the >eal thereof, at forta tihu together,
swell
to
up,
their
eyes
finds more real enjoyment in simply
land, in «aid District, un the JXth day of July, causes
blind.
become
totally
and
A. I). MM.
they
forms,
which his
from changing the channel through
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
(t·. a.]
It started among cattle brought
A true copy of petition ami order Uiereon.
energies are displayed.
have it also.
horses
Some
West.
the
Clerk.
A Heal:— à. U. DAVIS,

I
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j

Licensed Taxidermist,
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CHAPTER 1.

that befell niv horse. I had not been al>le
to return until very late. The ill chance
which followed all my girlish escapades
was not wanting on this occasion, with
the result that, whereas ten others
iniirht have escaped. I was observed in
what was. after all. but a harmless
frolic and my conduct reported on, and
madame, who had a weak enough eye
for follies and sometimes sins that
were committed by rule—she loved to

l.ORGNAC'8 TOICE.
afternoon I sat alone In tbe
little anteroom before the
In
queen mothers cabinet.
front of me was an oi>en door.
The curtains of violet velvet, spangled
with golden Mies, were half drawn,
M. DE

ONE

ami beyond extended a long, narrow
and gloomy corridor leading into the
main salon of the Hotel de Solssons
from which the sound of music and
occasional laughter came to me. My
bister maids of honor were there, doubtless making merry as was their wont
with the cavaliers of the court, and I
longed to be with them instead of
watching away the hours in the little
prison—1 can call it no less—that led to

the queen's closet.
In tbe corridor were two sentries
1 hey
standing motionless as statues
were in shadow, except where here and
there a straggling gleam of light caugUt
their armor with dazzling effect, and
M. de Lorgnac. the lieutenant of the
suard. paced slowly up and down the
full length of the passacc. twistinc bis
dark mustache and turning abruptly
whon he came within a few feet ot the

soundly
direct our ill doiugs-rated
and imposed the penance and perhaps
the worse punishment that was to follow on me.
in the anteroom there was but a cushioned stool for the lady in waiting, and
this was placed close to the door so
that one could hear Queen Catherine
calling, for she never rang for us as did
the I.orrainer for even such ladies of
the Duchesse de Nemours, the mother
me

of Guise.

he wore on the little turbau over hie
peruke, a multitude of perns glittered.
On his left side, near his sword hilt,
was a bunch of medallions of Indies
who had s:nf!od on him. and this was
balanced on the other hand by an
equally large cluster of charms and
relics. As he sat there he kept tapping
the end of one of Ills shoes with a little cane, while he surveyed me with
an almost insulting glance In the mocking eyes that looked out from his painted cheeks.
The silence was like to have become
embarrassing had not Catherine, Impatient of delay, put in with that even
voice of hers:
"i erhaps i had better explain your
majesty's commands." And then without waiting for an answer she went on.
looking me straight in the face:
•'Mademoiselle, in bis thought for
your welfare -a kindness you have not
deserved-the king has been pleased to
Circumdecide on your marriage.
stances necessitate tlie ceremony bein^
performed at once, and 1 have to tell
you that it will take place three hours
hence. His majesty will do the honorl
of being himself present on the occa-

;

the anteroom.
j
name, followed by a laugh
I was so dull aud wearied that It tion of my
cabinet. I looked up
would have been something even to from within the
for the laugh was the king's,
In
affright,
he
bear
though
de
M.
talk to
Lorgnac.
end Tor the moment I wondered how
was, but he took no more notice of me
he had passed in; then, recollecting the
aud
a
stone,
or
a
stick
than if I were
must
private passage, I knew that he
vet th<TP were I do not know how
I would have
have come in thence.
many who would have given their ears
withdrawn, but the mention of my
lor a tete-a-tete with Denise de Mieux.
with the king's laughter,
1 ought not to have been surprised, name, coupled
troused my curiosity, and I remained
for the lieutenant showed no more faIn my position, making, however, a barvor to anv one else than he did to me.
with my conscience by removing
pain
1
have
more
or
the
and during
year
from the carved oak of the
been here, enjoying for the first time my head
was
It
door.
my duty to be where 1
in my life the gayeties of the court,
make no
was, and. although I would
after my days in apron strings at Leseffort to listen, yet If those within were
seat. 1
Tavanues'
de
Ùncle
my
paille,
talking of me and loud enough for me
liad not, nor bad a soul a9 tar as I
I thought it no harm to stay,
knew, seen M. de Lorgnac exchange to hear
especially as it was Henri who was
more than a formal bow and a half
for I knew enough to be
dozen words with any woman, lie was speaking,
no one was safe from his
that
aware
Ids
cat.
patrimony,
poor as a homeless
I may have been
scandalous
tongue.
and
a
as we heard, being but his sword
,
I
did. but I do not
as
in
acting
wrong
ruined tower somewhere in the Correçe.
is one woman In a thouSo as he had nothing to recommend think there
sand who would have done otherwise,
him except a tall straight figure and a
one
that
supposing her to be as I was, but
for
bravery-qualities
reputation
and twenty years of age.
were shared by a hundred others with
So thick, however, was the door that,
more agreeable manners-we left M
head once removed, I could hear
him
my
to
l'Ours, as we nicknamed him.
of the converse within.
snatches
but
not
self. and. to say the truth, he did
madame," I heard the
"It is his

This was beyond my worst fears. 1
speechless and glanced from one
to the other in supplication, but I saw
Alas,
no ray of pity in their faces.
these were the three iron hearts that
had sat and planned the massacre!
The queen's face was as stoue. The
king half closed his eyes, and his lips
curled into a smile, as if he enjoyed
was

Γ

•*X

!

discomposed by

our

price,
king say. "and. after all. it is a cheap
with De
one considering her escapade

neglect.

As for me, 1 hardly noticed liis exist
ence, sometimes barely returning his
bow but often have 1 caught him observing me gravely with a troubled look
in his gray eyes, and as ill luck would
tiave It this was ever when I was engaged in some foolish diversion, anil
had to feel furious, as I thought he
was playing the spy on me. and press
on to other folly, over which In the sol

"Cheap
at once.
ing that it should be paid, and
on
She has brought disgrace enough
As for the man, if
our house already.
as brave as his
poor he is noble and
He is well able to look after
sword.
her."
"If he keeps his head." put In the
while my ears burned at the un-

king,

of my guardian
Then
and my heart began to sink
from
came something I did not catch
Catherine, and after that a murmur of
Al last the king s
indiscreet voices.
was
high pitched tones rose again, it
its way
a voice that seemed to drill

complimentary speech

glazing

the room, of the gayety and brightness
outside. 1 felt dull and wearied beyond
description. I had foolishly neglected
to bring a book or my embroidery, so

that even my lingers had to be still, and
in my utter boredom l believe 1 should
have" actually welcomed the company
of Catherine's hideous dwarf. Majosky.
It had come to me that perhaps M.
de Lorgnac. who had no doubt a weary
enough watch in the corridor, might
feel disposed to beguile a little ol his
tedium nnd to amuse me for a few minutes. and I had purposely drawn the
curtains and opened the door of the

through the door.
"Enough! It is agreed that we pay
In advance. Eh. Tavannes? Send for
the little baggage, if she is, as you say,
here, and we will tell her at once. The
matter does not admit of any delay.
I should say that after
St. Blaise!
his
thirty a man must be mad to peril

neck for any woman!"
1 rose from my seat trembling all
and
over with anger and apprehension,
voice
as I did so the queen mother's

«as
that he might see
there and alone and that the door of
the qneeu mother's cabinet was shut.
I then. I confess It. put myself In the
most becoming attitude 1 could think
of. but. as 1 have said before, be took
not the slightest notice of me and walk
ed up and down, tramp, tramp, hackward and forward, as if he were a piece
of clockwork-like that which Messer

anteroom so

rang out sharply:
"Mlle, de Mieux!"
The next moment the door opened
and the dwarf Majosky put out his

leering face.
"cuter,

a mu,

<>·.»

did so: "Mordieu! I retract. Tavannes!
I retract! Faith, 1 almost feel as If I
could take the adventure on myself!"
A slight exclamation of annoyance
escaped the queen. and Tavannes said

coldly:
"Perhaps your majesty had better Inform my niece of your good pleasure,"
ling grimly, "and 1 guarantee ma
noisette's obedience."

curtains across tbe door. Somehow or
other they would not move, and De
Lorgnac stepped forward quietly and
palled them together. As be did this

There was a minute or so of silence,
during which the king was, as It were,
picking his words, while I stood before
him. Majosky shuttled down at Catherine's feet aud watched me with his
wicked, blinking eyes. I do not remem-

eyes met aud there was tbe twinkle of a smile In his glance, as If be
bad seen through my artifices and was
laughing at them. 1 felt my face grow
warm aad was grateful that tbe light
was behind me, but I thanked him ici
and with bis usual stiff bow he

our

ber to have looked around me. and yet
reevery little detail of that scene will
main stamped on my memory until the
day I die.
Madame, the queen mother, was at
her secretary, her fingers toying with
a jeweled paper knife and her white
face and glittering eyes fixed steadily
on me—eyes with that pitiless look in
them which we all knew so well and
which made the most daring of ua
tremble. A little to my right stood lie
Tavannes, one hand on the back of a

ly,

turned off without a word.
I came back to my seat, my face

crimson and my eyes swimming with
tear· and feeling that if there was a
man on earth tbat I bated it was the
lieutenant of tbe guard.
It had a good two hours or so to run
before my time of waiting would be

over, and I may take the plunge now
and confess that tbe lengthened period
of attendance to which I was subjected
was In a measure a punishment for my
having ridden out uloue with M. de
Clermont, and, owing to an accident

chair and stroking his grizzled beard
with the other. Before me. on a coffer, whereon he hud negligently thrown
himself, wus the king, and he surveyed
me without speaking, with a half approving, half sarcastic look that made
my blood tingle and almost gave me

Abortion Prevented
Saved a Foal.

back my courage.
In sharp contrast to the solemn black
of Catherine's robes aud the stern, soldierly marshal was the figure of the
king. Henri was dressed In his favorite colors, orange, green and tan. with
α short cloak of the same three hues
hanging from his left shoulder. His
pourpoint was open at the throat,
around which was clasped a necklet of

"I lost four calves and
three more cows that
Ftimi showed signs of abortion.
One lost her calf tbe year
before at a little over 8
months. She was about
months along and ber
fIj7
c
odder was badly swollen.
Hood
Farm
Abortion Cure as
ber
I gave
directed for three weeks. Tbe swelling all
had

Abortion

left ber and two months later she

ut

grotesque bow, adding in α rapid,
malignant whisper ae I passed him,
"Yon are going to be married—to tue."
At any other time I would have
spared no pains to Ret him punished
for his insolence, but now so taken
ubaek was 1 at what 1 had heard that
1 scarcely noticed him and entered the
Indeed it was
room as If In η dream.
only with an effort that I recollected
myself sufficiently to make my reverHe called out as I
ence to the king.

monsieur,

dropped

I had a mare
the best calf on the farm.
tbat showed signs of abortion. Gave ber this
remedy and she foaled a'llvlng colt." R. C.
Thompson, Dows, Iowa.
Two sizes—$1 and $2.50. Large four times
dollar sise. Call for treatise on Abortion
and Failure to Breed.
Hood Farm Remedies are for sale by
F. A. SBUBTLirr & Co., South Paris, Me.
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I oegau ïo rcci runoua ui iuc
it was do less. I considered that he
was putting on me and wished I had
tbe tongue and the spirit of Mlle, de
fhateauueu. so that I could make my
Luxgeutlemau smart as she did M de
embourg. For α moment or so I pulled
at tbe silken fringe of my tourette de·
nez and then made up my mind to
■how M. de Lorgnac that the very sight
of blm was unpleasant to me. So 1
waited until In bis march be came to a
yard or bo from the spot where be regularly turned on his heel and then,
springing op, attempted to draw the

Hood

sad

And then came another surprise, for
the Kruff voice of my uncle, the Marshal de Tavannes. added:
or dear. I for one am w*lll

room 1 would stamp my
foot with vexation and sometimes shed
tears of anger.
This afternoon, when 1 thought of
the long hours ! had to spend waiting
the queen's pleasure, of the mellow sun
light which I could see through the
of the dormer window that lit

Saved a Calf

a

dog.'"

itude of my

Cosmo, the Italian, made for
the king's brother.

Morbleu!

Clermont.

But he is

and he wore three ruffs, one
such as we women wear, of lace that
fell over the shoulders, and two smaller
ones as stiff as starch could make th< m.

pearls,

(

dwarf, "and will go so far as to take
M. de Lorgnac's place if your royal
pleasure will allow. Ab! Ah!" And he
Droke Into a shriek, for Catherine had
swiftly and eilently raised a dog whip
and brought It across his shoulders as
he sat crouching at her feet
"Begone!" she said. "Another speech
like that, and I will break you on the
wheel!" Then she turned to Mme. de

Martlgny.

"Take her away by the private door.
She is not fit to see or be seen now.
Tell rare to give her a cordial If she
needs it, an<l see that she is ready in
time. (Jo, mademoiselle, and be α brave

girl!"

CHAPTER II.
BY OUDEP. OF THE KING.

YOU

who read this will please
remember that I was but a
girl and that ray powers of reSome
sistance were limited.
of you perhaps may have gone through
the same ordeal—not in the rough and
ready way that 1 had to make the pas
sage, but through a slower if not less
certain mill, the result being the same
in both cases—to wit. that you have
stood, as I did. at the altar with vows
on your lips that you felt in your heart

were

false.

thought had struck me when I was
led back to my room, and that was to
throw myself on the mercy of L>e
Lorgnac. but means of communication
with him were deuled to me by the
foresight of my persecutors. Kven my
maid. Mousette. was not allowed to
see me, and Mme. de Martiguy. though
kindness itself in every other way. al»
A

solutely

refused to lend herself to my

suggestion that she should aid me. If
only to the extent of bearing a note
from me· to my future husband. In
which 1 meant to implore hiui as a
man of honor and a gentleman not to
1 then
force this marriage upon me.
tried l'are, who. by the queen's command, had been sent to me. lie brought

cordial with his own hands, and
him I made my request, notwithstanding all Mme. de Martigny's pro
tests, to carry my note to Do Lorgnac
He listened with that acute attention
peculiar to him and answered:
"Mademoiselle, 1 have not yet dis
covered the balsam that will heal a
severed neck. You must excuse me."
When be left, Mme. de Martlgny
tried to comfort me in bet kindly way
"My dear," she said, "after all ii is
1 myself never
not so very terrible.
saw M. de Martiguy more than twice
before we were married, and yet I have
learned to love him. and we are very
happy. Believe me. love before mar
me a

to

j

seem

gain your apartment. Keep up your
heart!"
"I offer my escort" mocked the

sion."

I pushed the seat closer toward the
door and, hardly thinking what I was
doing, leaned my head against the
woodwork and dropped off into a son
of troubled doze. How long 1 slept in
this manner I cannot eay, but I was
suddenly aroused by the distinct men

entrance to

It Is nothing after all. girl, and
it will be better than a convent and a
lost name. Do not make a scene."
I rose to my feet stunned and bewildered. and Mme. de Murtigny put ber
arm through mine and dried my eyes
with her kerchief.
"Come, mademoiselle." she said. "We
have to pass through the corridor to

Tush!

"10U

are
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Hut my uncle, witmn
the situation.
whose bluff exterior was a subtle, cruel
heart, spoke out liarshly:
"You hear, mademoiselle! Thank the
king and get you pone to make ready
I am sick of your endless tlirtations.
and there must be an end to them
There must Ifb no more talk of your
frivolities."

Anger brought back my courage, and,
half turning away from Tavannes, I
said to the queen:
"I thank the king, madame, for his
kindness. Perhaps you will add to it
by telling me the name of the gentleman who Intends to honor me by. mak-

ing

me

his wife."

She ma^s a point."
"Arnidleu!
laughed the king.
"She shall marry a stick if I will it"
said De Tavannes. But madame, the
queen mother, lifted her hand in depre-

riage does not always

mean

happiness

In five years it will become a friend
ship; that Is all. It is best to start as I
did. so that there will be no awaken
ings. As for De Lorgnac. rest yon assured that monsieur is well aware or
the state of your mind toward him.
else he would never have tal'en the
Be certain,
course he has adopted
therefore, that all appeal to him will

be in vniu."
I felt the force of the last words and
was silent, and then De Clermont's
face came before me very clear and
distinct, and with α sob I broke down
once again and gave way to tears
I will pass over the rest of the time
nntil 1 found myself ready for the ceremony. noting only with surprise that I

cation.
"It Is M. de Lorgnac," she said.
"De Lorgnac! De Lorgnac!" 1 gasped, hardly believing my ears. "Oh, was to be married in a riding habit, as
madame, it is impossible! 1 hate him! If the wedding was to lie instantly fol
What have 1 done to be forced into lowed by a journey. Unhinged though
Your majesty." and I turned 1 was. 1 asked the reason for this,
this?
to the king. "1 will not marry that but Mme. de Martiguy could only say
that it was the queen's order, and I
man."
ex"Well, would you prefer De Cler- honestly believe she had no further
mont?" he asked, with a little laugh. planation to offer.
At the door of the oratory the marBut De Tavannes burst out:
"Sire, this matter admits of no delay. shal met me and led tue into the chapel,
She shall marry De Lorguac if 1 have which was but dimly lighted and where
to drag her to the altar."
my husband that was to be was already
"Thank you. monsieur," 1 said with standing booted and spurred, ready,
There
like myself, to take to horse.
a courtesy: "it is kindness itself that
you. the Count de Tavannes. peer and were a dozen or so of people grouped
marshal of France, show to your sis
around, aud one seated tigure which 1
1 made a
ter s child."
felt was that of the king.
half glance toward him. but dared not
He winced at my words, but Cath
erine again interposed:
look again, for behind Henri's chrii
"Mademoiselle, you do not under was De Clermont, gay and brilliant. In

Btand. and if I hurt you nor: it In your
Let uie tell you that foi
fault
a tithe of your follies Mile, de TorlgnJ
was banished from court to a nunYou may not be aware of it.
nery.
but the whole world, at least our world,
and that is enough for us. is talking Λ
as
your affisir with De Clermont, who,
It
you well know, is an atiianeed man.
is for the sake of your house, for your
own good name and because you will
do the king a great service by obeying
that this has been decided on. and you
must—do you hear?—must do as we
own

bid you."
sue
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cool, passionless ami brutal In their
clearness. My face was hot with shame
and anger, ami yet 1 knew that the
one,

spared

not the
I,
spare me.
the heiress of Mieux, to be a byword
in the court! 1 to be married out of
hand like a laundress of the coulisse!
It was too much. It was unbearable.
And to be bound to De Lorgnac above
all others! Was ever wuman wooed
and wed as I?
I burst Into a passion of angry tears.

ribald

tongues

that

king's sister would

not

I went so far as to humble myself on
and
my knees, but Ilenri only laughed
slipped out by the secret door, and I)e
Ta vannes followed him with a rough
oath.

"Say this is a Jest, madame!" I sobbed out to the queen. "I am punished
Say It is a jest! It must
enough.
be so. You do not mean it It is too
cruel !"
"No more is happening to you than
what the daughters of France have to

bear sometimes."
"That should make you tlje more pitlful, madame, for such as I. Let me
to that
go. madame, to a nunnery—even
of Our Lady of Lespaille—but spare
me this!"
"It is Impossible!" she said sharply,
"dee, here is Mme. de Martlgny come,
and she will conduct you to your room.

Catarrh

le a constitutional disease.
It originates in a scrofulous condition of
the blood and depend* on that condition.
It often causes headache and dizziness,
impairs the taste, smell and hearing, affects the vocal organs, disturbs the stomach.
It is always radically and permanently
cured by the blood-purliying, alterative
and tonic action of

Hood's Sarsaparilla
most

This great medicine has wrought the
wonderful cures of all diseases depending
He wore earrings, there were rings on on scrofula or the scrofulous habit.
hie embriodered gloves, and all over his
HOOD'S Pills are the bo»t catLnrtic.
person, from his sleeves to the aigret

marked contrast to the somber if
of De Lorgnac.

state-

ly tigure

"May I ask where yon are going to
take me. M. do I.ortrnao?"
Hi* auswered. speaking ns before. In
low tones: "I thought you knew. You
should have been told. We go tirst to
the house of Mme. de Termes."
Like lightning it came to me that the
I cannot say
man was afraid of me.
how 1 knew it. I felt it and made up
my mind to use my advantage, with a
vengeful joy at being able to make my
I therefore
bear dance to my tune.
broke in upon his speech.
I should not
"Enough, monsieur!
It is a wife's
have asked the question
duty to obey without Inquiry."
1 looked him lull in the face as I
said this coldly, and he touched his
horse with the spur and rode a yard or
two in front of me. muttering something indistinctly. But my heart was
leaping at the discovery, and I inwardly thanked God that it was to Mme. de
Termes we were to go. lor apart from
the fact that l»oth she and her husband. whose lands of Termes marched
with mine, had been lifelong friends
of our house, she was one whom 1
knew to be the noblest and best of woI was not aware that she was
men.
known to De Lorgnac. but I hid my
curiosity and asked no questions, and
there was no further speech U'twecn
my husband and myself until we came
to our destination. As we entered the
courtyard of the Hotel de Termes all
appeared to be bustle and confusion
within, and the tiare of torches Mi on
moving figures hurrying to and fro. on
saddled horses and packed mules and
on the flash and gleam of arms
My
surprise overcame my resolve < l si
lence. and I asked out aloud. "Sorely Mme. do Ttrmes is not leaving
Paris?"
"News has come that the vicomte is
grievously ill iu his government ot
IVrigueux. and madame is hastening

there."

"And we travel with her? There: It
impossible, monsieur, that I can fao·
bo long a journey without some prep
It is cruel to expect this < r
aration.
me."
"It Is the king's order that we leave
Paris tonight, and 1 have done my
best"
"Say your worst, monsieur. It will
bo more correct." And then we cam·'
\
We appeared to l>.
to the door.
pected, for we were at once ushered ti|
the stairway into a large reception
where madame stood almost
room,
ready to #iart. for her cloak w:is lying
ou a chair and she held her ii!h-U it
her hand. She came forward to meet
us. but as the light foil ou my i;i« e >ii.
started back with a little cry:
"You. Denise—you!
My dear. I did
not know it was you who wore to travel with mo. You are thrice welcome
And she took me In her arms and l;is«
ed my cold cheek. "1 was but toUi.
she went on. "that a lady traveling i<
Guyenne would join my party, whieh
would be escorted by M. do Lorgnac
T»ut what Is the matter, child; \oii art
white as a sheet and shiver all over
is

mount?"
I made a movement of my hand to
the negative, and he stepped back, but
the animal was restive, and at last 1
As we
was forced to accept his aid.
passed out of the gateway, riding side
by Side, I eppfce tor the Orst time.

*7n

the silence that ensued I might
have heard my glove fall, and then
madame, with a stiff little bow to my
husband. said. "Pray excuse me for a
moment." and stepped out of the room.
Ho would have held the door for her,
but she waved him aside, and he moved
back and faced me. and for the first
time we were alone together.
In the meanwhile I bad made op my
mind. I had repeated, parrotlike, the
words that it was my duty to obey. I
h:-.<l vowed to follow mybuslmnd whithersoever he went: but. vow or no vow,
I felt It was impossible, and I spoke
"Monsieur, you staud self convicted.
You have pleaded guilty to every
charge I have made. Now hear me before madame comes back, for I wlab
I
to spare you as much as possible.
have been forced Into this marriage,
but I am as dead to you as though we
had never met I decline to accept the
position you have prepared for me. and
Would to
our paths separate now.
God they had never crossed! I eball
throw myseif on the protection of Mme.
de Tenues and at the first opportunity
shall seek the refuge of a cc""'eDtYou will bave to do your work without
your hire. M. de Lorguac.
He made a step forward and laid his
band on my cloak.
n
"Denise, hear me—I love you.
"You mean mv chateau and lands of
Mieux
Why add a lie to what yoa
have already done? It is hardly neceaeary." And I moved out of his reach.
His hand dropped to his side as he
turned from me. and at the same time
madame re-entered the room.
"Monsieur," she said. "1 fear the honor of your escort is too great for
as 1, and I have arranged to travel

protection as

be
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Λ Welsh Town Where the Femiei··
Sex Helen» Supreme.

Away in a sequestered little nook on
the Pembrokeshire coast there Is a village entirely managed by women. In

is the hamlet's name
reigns supreme. Phe is the
<>f the mart of trade,
"M. do Lorgnac thinks otherwise, ma dominating force
the household financier, the family aeSame."
Ν hat has hf countant, and. in fact, fills all the po"Blaise do Lorgnac!
And
the
it
?"
with
to
do
spirited oli sitions which in any other community,
jot
or not. are by .-stablady, one arm rouud my waist, turno» whether civilized
You are not tit for a long

Languin—for such

Journey.''

-woman

to man.
and faced my husband, who stood ; lishod precedent voted
Lautmm has a race apart from the
little way off. fumbliug with the hat hi
world in Its laws In Its exclusion of the
held iu his hand.
its utter disregard of
"It is a wife's duty to obey, madame stranger and in
the vast area of world and things lying
not to question."
Its quiet life is
its borders.
I felt her arm tighten round m\ bevond
two all powerful factors
waist, and I, t»;o. turned and faced D« dominated by
and oysters. There are
Lorgnac, who looked like a great do; -womankind
but they exert little
in
men
Lanyum.
fault.
caught iu some
influence upon the affaire of the
"A wife's duty to obey!" ox.lainie» or no
madame. "But that does not concert quiet little Welsh village.
The Languwi man neither is nor preyou. Stay! What do you mean, child?'
to be.
He recognizes the right of
"I mean, madame, that I was mar tends
to own and rule ami Is perrled to M. de Lorgnac scarce an hour womankind
foctly satisfied to Ik? described as Anago."
man or Mary Williams' man.
Her hand dropped from my side, am nie Jones'
lit· neither requires nor appreoiatt'8
she looked from one to the otb« r of u»
compassion. Sitting of an evening at
in amazement.
iloor, with his faithful
"It is for my husband to explain." 1 his oottage
brood playing around him. his wife
said bitterly. "It is for the gentlemai
and daughter busy within reckoning
to whom wc are to trust our lives οι
of the day's work, he is vexed
this journey to say in how knightly : the gains
bv no mental anxieties or perplexities.
manner lie can treat a woman."
of all responsibilities of life,
And there Do I.orgrac stood, both ot Divested
he Is as pleased as the oyster for which
us looking at him. his forehead burn
his native place Is famed.—London Aning and his eyes cast down. Kven tiiei
swers.
a little pang of pity went through uu
to see him thus humbled, so s t range I.\
The Short Step Iletween.
does t!od fashion the hearts of us wo
"I was on au ocean liner when she
ran on the rooks off the Knvlish coast
some years ago," said a Philadelphia
traveling man, "ami In the panic that
ensued there Is one incident that stands
out In my memory, illustrating the
slender thread between the tragic and
the ridiculous. We had a fellow on

I

H!

JÎÊSËÊ

l>oard who had managed to keep pretty
well loaded all the way across, and
when we struck the rocks he was in
his usual condition. When everybody
thought for sure we were going to the
bottom, lie sat down at the piano In
the saloon, and what do you suppose he
began playing? 'Home, Sweet Home.'
Somebody went to him and begged him
to stop. Immediately he switched off
from the doleful strains of the old song
to the rollicking melody of "Down
Went Mciiinty.' The absurdity of the
thing seemed to strike everybody at
once, and a general laugh followed.
The tension was relieved, and there
was good order after that"—i'hiludelphia ltecord.

low to me. It was then that I noticed
for the tirst time that Catherine was
Mar
not present, although I saw Queen
The
got and Mme. de Caiiillac there.
marshal, however, cut the buzz ol

back a pace and let us pass.
As I walked by my husband's side,
in
dazed and giddy, with a humming
to me with
my ears, there came back
the words
a swift and Insistent force
of the vows which, if I had tmtNpoken.
I had given a tacit assent to. They
on this ac*
were none the less binding
count. Two of them I could not keep
and I
Une cannot control one's soul,
felt that In this respect my life would
one I
bo henceforth n living lie. Mut
was
thought I might observe, and that
the oath to obey, yet even in the short
the oratory to
passage leading from
the entrance to the chapel my heart
flamed up In rebellion, and with a sud
hand
den movement I withdrew my
from my husband's arm and. biting my
lips till the blood came, forced myself
to keep by his side. He made no effort
unto restrnln me; spoke never a word
the
til we came to the door where
horses were waiting with half a dozen
Here De
armed and mounted men.
Lorgnac turned to me, saying, almost
In α whisper, "May I help you to

every

DOMINATED BY WOMEN.

spoke
rising left the chapel abruptly
followed by De Clermont, but thosi
who remained came round us with con
granulations that sounded idle and liol

ped

man!"
"It Is." he answered hoarsely,

[to

then

With that be bent and, touching my
forehead with his stiff mustache, step

_

suça

"In the kind's name," and then, aided
b.v the dim light and with unexampled
daring, he swiftly snatched away one
of my gloves, which I held in my hand,
with a whisper of "This for me."
a few jesting words, and
Henri

husband."

Yon forget
Be still.
dear.
And madame drew me once
more to her side and turned to my husband.
"Is It true. Blaise de Lorgnac. or
Is the child ill and raving? Answer,

my own people
can give me. As for this poor girl here,
If she is willing to go with me. I wUI
take the risk of the king's auger-and
She shall go with us. I say,
yours.
'and if there is a spark of honor leTt to
you you will leave her aloue.
"She is free as air." be answered.
"Then, monsieur, you will excuse me,
but time is pressing."

At last the time came when I placed
hand as cold as stone in that ot my
husband, and the words were spoken
which made us man and wife. W hen
it was all over and we bad turned to
bow to the king, De Clermont stepped
forward and clasped a jeweled collai

good

dI"'nueb.

yourself."

wKh such

a

voices short:
"The horses are ready. De Lorgnac.
and, as arranged, you sia.t tonight.
And now, my good niece, adieu, and
fortune be with you and your

words to bim in my life, and now I
here as much bis property ae tM
valise his lackey bears behind hi·
am

Antldyapepala Diet.
uo longer be the
national disease In America if the people of this country would adopt a plain
diet similar to tlrnt of Norway and
Gout is unknown among
Sweden.
Swedes and Norwegians, and the rosy
cheeks and clear complexlous of the
young people of those countries are
the result of the simple food the children eat," the United States consul at
Bergen, Norway, says. "Hot rolls and
white bread are rarely seen In Sweden.
Knackbrode or hard bread is the standard article of food.
It Is made of
ground oats and rye. There Is no yeast
in the bread, and It is rolled into thin
wafers, which are baked and hung up
where they will keep perfectly dry.
Swedes eat this brcud and drink milk
for two meals a day and have one meal
at which they eat meat aud i>otatoes.
Sweets are almost unknown. Children
are allowed to eat candy only on state
occasions."

"Dyspepsia would

"Uciilac, hear me—I love uou."
But I hardened myself. 1 wat
him nothing and
determined tu
men.

spare

|

oi I
to measure out in full to him a cup
bitterness for the draft he had mad(
me drink.
-ak, man!" exclaimed madame

"S[

"FIave you no voice?"
"lie works in silence, madame," I
burst lu, with an uncontrollable gust of
I tell
anger; "he lies in silence. Shall
Denise de
you what lias happened? I,
Mieux, am neither more nor less than
M. de Lorgnac's price, the hire he has
received for a business he lias to perform for the king. What it is I know
not—perhaps something that no other
gentleman would undertake. All that
I know is that I and my estates of
Mieux have become the property of
this man who stands before us and is,
God help me, my husband! Madame,
Ave hours ngo I had uot spoken ten

Its as beneficial In summer a·
In winter. If you are weak or
run down, It will build you up.
Send for free sample.
SCOTT A BOW NE, Chemist*,
New York.
409.415 Pearl Street,
50c. and |x.oo; alt druggists.

Why She Wanted an Introduction.
"I must have an Introduction to that

woman."
"Why, yes; certainly," replied her
friend, and at once brought It about

Later she asked:
"What made you so keen about meeting Mrs. S.V You gazed at her as in*
tcutly as If you could not take yoor
eyes from her while you were talking.
I never found her so Interesting."
"Oh, 1 don't know whether she Is Interesting, but didn't you see that lovely tie she wore? 1 Just had to find out
bow It was made. 1 know how to make
one exactly like It now.
Just let m·
clap my eyes on anything of that aort
a
few minutes and I'll reproduce It
for
so that you never could tell the
copy
from the original."—New York Prea·.
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AT WOOD A FORBES,
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Proprietor·.

UHJIWt M. ATWOOD.
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IN ALL

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

tdlMr·

THE OXFORD BEARS.

E. Kutltl.

PARIS HILL.
Baptist Church, Be τ. H. H. Bishop
Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Sunday School at 19 M. Sabbath Evening 8er
vice at 7:30 r. m. Prfcyer Meeting Thursday
evening at 7 Λ) p. M.
CnlTereallst Church, Rev. J. U. little. Pastor.
m.
Preaching service every Sunday at 11 a.
Sunday school at 12 itnrst
Pastor.

Miss Annie L. Parris is visiting her
Waldo T. Worcester, at
Concord, Ν. II.
The Paris ilill Y. P. S. C. E. will have
AU legal advertisement*
A l'VKKTiHKMκιιτβ
E. Twite hell s ledge Satare given three consecutive Insertion· (or $1-5*) a picnic at W.
All friends of the
per Inch In length of column. Special contract· urday, Aug. 1β.
made with local, transient anil yearly advert!·
society are cordially invited.
era.
A good audience attended the preJu* PBUrruuSew type, faet preeace, «team sentation
of "The Great Conspiracy"
and
low
workmn
price»
power, experienced
Monday evening. This play represents
combine tu make till· department of our bual
ne·· complete and popular.
an
incident in the life of Napoleon
Bonaparte, and is the work of two young
summer residents, John M. Morris and
«larwLf fopiEit.
Frank B. Morris. The plot is chiefly
Single Copie» of the Democrat are four cent· concerned with a
conspiracy against Naeach. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publish a ur for the convenient of patron» poleon, which is finally thwarted,with reon
been
of
each Issue have
placed
single cop'ea
sultant death to the leaders and escape
eale at the follow li* place· In the County :
for the inuocent parties involved. There
South 1'arls,
I'arlln'a l>rug Store.
is a love story in it, and a comedy eleShurtletf's Drug Store.
Norway,
Xoye·' Drug Store.
The performance was very pleasment.
Stone'· Drug Store.
ing to the audience, not only as regards
Alfred Cole, I'ustmaeter.
BuckOeld,
A. K. Lewi·, Insurance Office, the acting, which was excellent, but
Kryeburg,
fart· 11111,
Mr·. Harlow, Post Office.
from their interest in it as an original
West l'art·,
Samuel T. White.
production. There were numerous curtain calls at the close of the play.
Lemonade and ice cream were sold during an enjoyable programme of dances
which followed, and the scenery fund
was swelled by quite a neat sum froni
the proceeds of the evening.
ft'OK WtVKMOR,
Albert E. Ihtvies of Brooklyn, Ν. Y.,
joined his family at Mrs. Ingraham's last
of
JOHN F.
week. He will spend a portion of his
vacation here, and during a portion of it
he and Mrs. Davies will be at Squirrel
l'or Kr present at ivc 1b Co· (rtM.
Island and other places along the Maine
Tkum·
§lJt> » rear If paid «rlctly In vivante,
otherwlae #iuu a year. Single copie· 4 cenu.

Republican

Nominations.

Augusta.

HILL,

CHARLES

LITTLEFIELD,| coast.
A

E.

darning party was given at the
I.yonsden barn Thursday afternoon,
from 4 to ·!. by Messrs. Lyon and Stauton

nf Kim klaml.

I'er Sfnalor,

John

of Bethel.

Piiilbi|uok,

M.

Fur I'lerk of Court·.

Charles F. Whitman, of Norway.
Kor C ounty Treasurer,

of Paris.

George M. At wood,
Kor Count)

Attorney,

of Bethel.

Eli.eky C. Pakk,
Kor

J.

Krgistrr

of

of Paris.

Hastings Bean,

Kor Kei;l«ter

of

Ikula Wraltru liMrlcl,

E. P.

Fryeburg.

of

Eckley Ballard,
Kor

Couitly t'oiuuiUsloMer,

of Oxford.

Faunce,
Kor SherlfT,

of Hiram.

Edoak L. Flint,

Kor

Krprrarulutloi

to

LegUlature.

From Rumford,
Waldo Pettengill.
From district composed of Norway,
Oxford and Hebron,
of Oxford.
George J. Parrott,
From district composed of Woodstock, Greenwood, Albany, Stow,
Sweden» Waterford and Denmark,
of Sweden.
Κ. 0. Mocltox,
From district composed of Paris,
Buckrield and Milton Plantation,
of Paris.
Hikam R. Hubbard,
From District composed of Brownfield, Porter, Hiram, Fryeburg
and Lovell,
of Brownfield.
Albert R. Hill,
From district

composed

of Canton,

Dixfleld, Hartford, Mexico, Peru

and Sumner,
Elliott W. Howe,

of Canton.

From district composed of Bethel,
Andover, Hanover, Newry, Grafton,

Byron,

Upton,

Roxbury,

Gilead, Mason, Lincoln and Magalloway Plantations, and unor-

ganized townships,

Silas F. Peaslee,
COMING

cousin, Mrs.

of

Upton.

EVENTS.

12, 13.—Iloroe raton ami ball punes,
county fair grounds.
Auk. M.—Daniel Webater centennial, Kryeburg

Aug.

and the Messrs. Morris. Kefreshmeuts
were served, and the afternoon wasmueh
on joy e< I by the young people present.
A. E. Morse of South Paris furnished
the principal part of the Universalist
( irele entertainment
Friday evening,
Stearns' Orchestra tilling out the programme with a few selections, including
a good triple-tongue polka cornet solo
by Mr. Slack. Mr. Morse gave several
>>f his new and some of his older
selections, and was enthusiastically reThe
ceived and many times recalled.
weather was not particularly propitious
ami the audience was rather small. In
the dancing which followed the tloor
was just about comfortably tilled.
The gayeties of the season continue
unabated. Mrs. J. L. Carter has issued
invitations for a "domino dance'' at
Academy Ilall Wednesday evening of
this week.
The ladies of the Baptist society will
hold their annual fair at Cummings
Ilall, on Thursday afternoon and evening. Aug. 11. Ilall open in the afternoon
A nice asAdmission free.
at 2SÏO.
sortment of useful and fancy articles will
be for sale, also ice cream and cake, Sunday.
Uiley McKeen is quite sick.
punch, candy, etc. Your patronage is
solicited. All come! A special invitaMEXICO.
tion is extended to babies. In the evenIt would take two men and ahoy, eacli
ing a concert will be given by Mrs. Penfold of South Paris, assisted by her one alert, inquisitive aud audacious, to
comply with the requirements as a
pupils; Prof. Λ. K. Morse will also give fully
Doors local reporter for a country paper, in
a number of his best selections.
this locality.
People come and go in
open at 7. curtain rises at 8 o'clock. AdSee fliers such large numbers, so many things are
mission 1·"» aud 10 tents.
beini; doue here, so many events of more
Thursday morning.
recount
lion. George F. Emery of Portland is or less publie interest, that to
them ail one should be unusually obat the Hubbard House.
Mrs.
Herbert G. Sparrow, ensign on the U. servant and extremely active.
S. training ship Essex, which was in Lillian (Proctor) Wyman from Boston,
Portland Harbor last week, made a very Wallace Shaw from Canton, Mass.,
at
brief visit to his cousin, Mrs. Lewis M. Poors Λ Riches from Andover, Me.,
O. P. Smith's; relatives from Hastings,
Brown.
and Mrs.
George H. Mitchell and wife of Me., at James Bogie's; Mr.
I.acouia. N. IL, were quests at George L. Ilarnden at F. P. Gleason's; Brenicks
from Boston visiting the Brennicks of
Mt-llen's two days last week.
Miss Mary F. Weeks and Miss Gladys Mexico; Mrs. J. P. Johnson from MinneWood
Roosevelt, of Monti lair, N. J., are quests sota at II. Richards'; Miss Gertie
from Augusta at Walter M. Wood's;
at Mrs. J. L. Carter's.
Miss Minnie Garland of Boston is at Mrs. V. E. Gordon from Boston at M.
Loren Merrill's for a visit of several G. Field's; S. P. Record and wife from
Massachusetts at Mrs. Abbott's—toweeks.
The game of base hall Saturday after- gether with the many who visit newcomers who live at Ridlonville, whose
noon between the Paris Hill and Hebron
local teams was close and exciting, names can only be learned by accident
resulting in a victory for Paris Hill, or special inquiry, keep our streets filled
A return game with people not known by every one.
the score being 0 to
Last week was a week of religous
will be played at Hebron next Saturday
meetings, with services conducted, two
afternoon, Aug. Hi.
Mrs. Case gives a tea this Monday evenings by Rev. W. E. Brooks, one
afternoon from 4 to *>, fur the ladies to evening by the Rumford Falls Methodist
clergyman. Rev. Mr. Martin, the regular
meet Mrs. Caldwell.
Mr. Parker, anil a service one
Quite a party of the summer guests pastor,
to Mr.
anil others ate a picnic supper at Hoop- evening conducted by a brother
Parker, from Yarmouth, (I think), who
er's Ledge Saturday night.
We
had
A party of Poland Spring guests drove spent more than a week here.
made doubly
to the Hill Saturday and took dinner at very interesting meetings,
so
by the excellent singing of the
the Hubbard House.
Miss Catherine Stanton and Charles S. younger Mr. Parker.

Stanton left Monday
trip
with their father, on a lighthouse tender,
to visit the lighthouses between Portland and Kastport.
Miss Marion Hallett gave a supper
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
party to the young ladies of "The Kids''
Saturday night, and the young men were
invited in for the evening.
< >ne Kourth off Salt·.
Β lint» College.
Cullen C. Chapman of Portland was
Maine ReglsU'r.
at the Hubbard Ilouse over Sunday with
Trousers at Wholesale.
Mrs. Chapman and their daughter, Miss
Huribut- Stationery.
A Money Saving Clearance Sale.
Grare Chaptiiau. who are spending sev.*>
et».
Lamp Chimney»
eral weeks here.
Notice of Appointment.
Stand ish Chard of New York city is
2 l'etllloiit» for Discharge.
W anted.
stopping at the Hubbard House.
Lost.
Mrs. William Emery Caldwell of NewYork with her daughter, Miss RosaHERE AND THERE.
mond. have arrived at Fairview Cottage,
where they will make their home duriug
Rev. Samuel F. Pearson, sheriff of August and September. Mr. Caldwell
Cumberland County, reached the expect- will join them later.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Adams of Turner
ed end of his earthly career early Wednesday morning. He died at White Oak are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. L.
11 ill Hotel iu l'oland, where for some Case.
The annual meeting of the Library
weeks lie hail been vainly endeavoring
held at Hamlin
to regain his lust health and strength. Association will be
Undoubtedly his death was much has- Memorial\ Hall August 20, at 3 o'clock,
tened if not directly caused by the intense p. m.
strain of his eighteen months o* official
WHITTEMOKK DISTRICT.
service. He holds the unique position
Mr. Allen has bought the farm formerof having acquired a national reputation,
owned by Lafayette Waterhouse and
iu a comparatively insignilicant office, ly
taken
possession. Mr. Maxim, who
honest
to
and
effort
vigorous
simply by
rented the place, has moved away.
enforce the law according to its spirit.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Whittemore of
That he came its near stopping the sale
New York, and Mr. ('has Watson, wife,
of liquor in Cumberland County as any
and granddaughter, of Lynn, Mass., are
man could, hardly admits of doubt: that
Mrs. J. B. Drake and other relahe did entirely stop the public sale of visiting
tives in town.
it, is equally certain.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Tucker of Buckfield visited their daughter, Mrs. W. K.
last Sunday.
The death of Sheriff Pearson teaches Cooper,
Haying is progressing slowly on acanew the truth which we occasionally
count of the dull weather.
doubt and oftener forget, that those men
Mr. Clark of Norway is cutting his hay
who are willing to stand through thick
on the old town farm.
and thin, through fuir weather and foul,
for what they believe is right, are the
HIRAM.
ones who win the eulogy that is best
( apt. George F. Hamilton, IT. S. army,
worth having.
Genial manners, good
of West Point, Ν. Y., arrived Wednesfellowship, and the arts which the day at Eli C. Wadsworth's cottages.
or
unconciouspolitician consciously
Mr. Wads worth has now twenty-seven
ly practices, may win a man a host of boarders from Maine, Massachusetts,
friends, who shed tears of genuine sorrow
New York. Connecticut, Virginia.
at his departure; but the one round whose
An entertainment was held at K. P.
grave friend and foe alike uncover with
Hall on Thursday evening in aid of the
admiration and reverence, is he who has
We learn that $20 was
stood up, and, without considering the public library.
the sum realized.
to
himself, through good
consequences
Mrs. Margaret M. Morrill of Portland
report and evil report, fought for the visited her
friend, Mrs. Dr. Wilson,
Few
of
the
whom
rum
sellers,
right.
Sheriff Pearson has been fighting tooth Thursday.
On August 8th, our boarders are enand nail in their illegal business, express
a hard wood fire in the old-fash
anything but kindly feelings toward him, joying
ioned fireplace.
or other than admiration for his characJustice Llewellyn A. Wadsworth held
ter and his honest efforts.
a civil court at Kezar Falls on Saturday.
We learn that Mr. Harry P. Young has
become a partner in Hiram Lumber
The Argus, in discussing Sheriff Pearson's work a few days before his death, Company.
spent a lot of valuable space in arguing
NORTH PARIS.
that there were never any real open saMrs. Wallace Andrews and daughters
loons in Portland. Two or three years
have gone to Canton to visit her parents.
ago, if any one thoughtlessly or ignorant- Mr. Andrews and Harold will
stay here
ly made such a statement as that,the Ar- a while
loLger.
gus laughed him to scorn.
The Andrews family held a reunion at
Chas. Edwards' Aug. 2d. All of them
wt-re
present except one
grandson,
An electric rallroail ninety ml lee Ion* 1* to tie
built "up In Maine." Theoe roa>l» are getting so Bradford.
numerous In the Pine Tree State that It won't be
Mrs. Will Stearns nee Blanche Chase
any trick at all to go up tbere after a win le ami is
very sick at this writing.
ttlalk a mooee to a elan leUll without having to
A nice double headstone has bee.i
leave the comfortable trolley.—Boau η Herald.
That is in one way a very pretty re- placed on the K. Churchill lot in the
mark, but in another sense it expresses Tuell District cemetery.
Taken all together this may be called
that conception (or rather, misconcepin
cen- a bard hay season.
tion) which
Adrian.

Aug. 21.—Reunion
ment, Lewl*ton.

morning for

a

Twenty tblnl Maine Rïgl·

prevails

metropolitan
a place that

tres,that Maine is such

a

run

FAST HEBRON.
Poor weather for haying is the general
theme among farmers, who have not
finished that work.
Noah Bit knell passed away July :50th,
He
after a long and tiresome illness.
was a life-time resident in Hebron and a
schools
for
in
the
teacher
many
public
years and supervisor of schools. He was
One
on
tne shady side of seventy.
brother, Albinus, is still living.
Mrs. Henry Shaw's health is improv-

ing.

Emily Allen is in Turner for a fewweeks' visit with Mrs. A. A. Roberts, an
old neighbor.
Emma L. Keene of Mexico has been
passing a short time with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Hayes.
Feed Morrill of Boston is at H. A.
He is looking for a small
Record's.
farm to his mind in this vicinity to
settle on.
East Hebron Grange attended Pomona
Grange at Bucklield last week.
This place will t
fully represented
at the centennial in Minot to-day (Thursall
are
if
present that anticipate
(kiy)
being in attendance.
The building lot for the new school
house is staked out, ready for the laying
of the foundation, just above the old
The
school house but a far better spot.
land is level and dry. The new- building
is expected to be finished and in readiuess for the fall term of school.
LOVtLL.
Mr. Charles H. Barker and wife have
made arrangements to live with John
Farrington, Jr., haviug the place and
supporting and caring for Mr. Farrington
Mr. Barker has
in his declining years.
sold his place near Alden Brook to Mrs.
Lvdia A. Hazeltine.
Mr. Seth C. Bassett of Haverhill is
visitiug here. He caught a 4 pound bass
on Upper Kea/.ar Wednesday, and on the
same (lay II. B. Stone caught a pickerel
weighing the same on the village mill
pond. These weights are official.
Β. E. Brown and wife have been stopping the hist two weeks at Geo. Andrews' cottage on Upper Kea/.ar.
The German Medicine Co. have folded
their tents and gone. Iu their voting contest the silver pitcher for the most
popular baby was given to "Baby Gbrdon" of Sweden.
A very severe thunder shower passed
over this place last Saturday, the 2nd
inst. The rain fell in torrents washing
the roads badly. Lightning struck the
houses of Poter Keniston and M. F. McAllister. Mr. McAllister and daughter
were badly shocked, but recovered.
M. F. Charles and family, Mrs. George
Morrill and Mrs. Dr. Andrews have all
returned to their homes.
Mrs. Dr. Haley and daughter are visiting here.
Mrs. Georgia Dennett, who is visiting
here, lost a good horse Sunday, dying
from acute disease of the stomach.
Mrs. John Fox had a serious attack
of illness Monday, but is now better.
Rev. E. W. Pond of East Stoneham
preached at the village church Sunday

morning.

Dr. H. C. Stearns and family of Haverhill, Ν Η., are visiting here.
SWEDEN.

people are generally very
much pleased with the establishment of
our Rural Free Delivery route, which is
now fully equipped and running. Our
comes from the Harrison post
camping mail now
Mr.
and is delivered to us

MASON
A party of young people are
at the Meadow Bridge.
Robert Cushing is helping Oscar Mason
The Baldwin-Ziegler polar expedition, get his hay.
Ervin Hutchinson has got done hayapparently the best-equipped company
that ever went out into the Arctic region, ing.
Mrs.
has returned to Norway, "bathed but
Elbridge Merrill arrived Tuesday
not beaten," its leader says.
Evidently from New York.
there is only oue more certainly inacces- Addison Bean and Marion Bean visited
sible spot on earth than the north polo— it Blanchard's Camp Monday and while
I
their had their picture· taken.
and that is the south pole.
road anywhere in it must
among the haunts of the moose.

trolley

GREENWOOD.
BUCKFIELD.
First* two days of hay weather and
Clifford and Chester Turner of Lynn,
B. then a rain storm just for variety.
Maes., are guests of their uncle, Rev.
If the potatoes used thus far are a
F. Turner.
then it
The daughters and children of Mr. and sample of the coming crop,
and again
Mrs. C. II. Prince, Mrs. Drutnmond of means a small and scabby lot;
to sing, as they
Waterville, and Mrs. Shearman of Port- it will be appropriate
used to years ago—"The potatoes they
land, are with their parents.
Harold Hall is spending his vacation are small, down in Maine."
We never knew Welcome Kinsley, a
with his parents, Dr. and Mrs. Ο. K.
brief sketch of whom was given by Mr.
Hall.
of July, but were
Merton E., and A. F. Tilton, Jr., of Chase in the Story teller
with his son, George W..
Aubura, are visiting their grandparents, well acquainted
and know him to have been a good
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Tilton.
Mrs. Alfred Cole and daughter, Mollie, Christian man. He was in our Sunday
when
and Mrs. A. F. Warren, are camping out School class for several years,
living at the Pond, belonged to the
at the sea shore.
of the
Lewis Irish is getting along quite well. Baptist church there, and was one
selectmen of Greenwood at the time of
His fever is subsiding.
Dr. Charles
Bridgham, wife and his death, which occurred several years
never married, his
[laughter, Mrs. Bates and Grace and ago. George was his
sister Annie, who,
Edith Tilden of Cohasset, Mass., re- housekeeper being
after his death, married Albion Tubbs,
turned to their homes Aug. 2.
still
In a case of assault before Justice and, together with her husband,
Parsons, the aggressor was allowed to go lives on thé home farm.
The barn spoken of by Mr. Chase, is
free by paying costs and leaving town—
"Banished from daily contact of things one of the best in town, painted red
with white .trimmings, and has a somehe—loved."
on a
Mrs. Asa Atwood and daughter, Mrs. what novel appearance, as it sits
Allen of Boston, have recently visited heavy double wall at least four feet high,
thus reminding one of what Christ said
friends in Lewiston.
Don't annoy church goers, boys, by long ago about building on a rock.
Thanks to whom they are due, for
whispering in church over base ball.
several papers, one of which contains a
Yon are old enough to know better.
entitled, Tracing
How nice, these rainy days and «-old larghable cartoon
of
nights, to hie us away into some lonely Tracy; while another has the portrait
Ex-Premier of Great
camp and hold converse with hornpouts Lord Salisbury,
Britain, and also his successor, A. J.
and bull frogs.
Thursday was all-round day. Some Balfour; while still another gives us the
attended the Custard Pie entertainment; picture of the launching of the great
schooner, Thomas W.
some went for ;10 cents to the Minot seven-masted
centennial, and some went to Streaked Lawson, at Quincy, Mass., the largest
Mountain blueberrving; some others sailing vessel ever built in this country.
There arc two future events which,
These to make secure
went "a tishin'."
their rubber boots, strung them on a although not on the program, are both
halter. By some oversight the rope was interesting to a certain class at least:—
slipped through both straps of one boot The Windward started in July for Lieut.
instead of one of each.
Result, a lost Peary's headquarters, accompanied by
boot. Fisherman's luck. As they were Mrs. Peary and daughter, expecting, or
about to leave, they hooked "that big at least hoping, to find him there waiting for them, having reached the North
lish" and lost him.
Pole, made all necessary observations,
NORTHWEST BETHEL.
and returned in safety. But our Jonathan
comMr. and Mrs. L. G. Morgan, in
says it will be hard work to believe lie
pany with Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Florence really cot there, unless he brings home
here
left
and daughter, Dawn,
Aug. 1st, a section of the Pole to demonstrate the
for Norwich, Vt., where they have pur- fart. Then no one will doubt it. Many
now turned in that
chased a farm.
a scientific eye is
Born, Aug. 4th, to the wife of Leon direction, and awaiting to see what it
That is the first event and it is
can see.
Walling, a daughter.
Miss Eliza Mason planted a peach seed no small fry either.
into
live years ago, which has developed
The other is the coming of the Septema beautiful tree measuring nine feet and ber frost.
Sweet corn is now about
and
where it ought to be the middle of July,
eight inches in height, finely shaped
it.
on
this season has nine large peaches
and should the frost come before the
One of the prettiest sights about here 15th of Sept. the crop cannot be otheris the female coon, "Fisty," and her wise than a total failure, hence the
three half-grown young ones, at Miss solicitude with which the farmers are
Amy Bean's, owned by Lester Mason and looking ahead in regard to this matter.
Fred Chapman.
Mrs. Scott Merrill returned home from
her visit in New Gloucester Tuesday
NORTH STONRHAM
night, and reports a good visit with her
Leona McKeene of Albany is visiting former neighbors.
her sister, Mrs. John Adams.
SOUTH RUMFORO.
Ina Gammon has returned home from
Miss Margaret Fleck returned to her
Bryant's Pond, where she hits been at
work. Her cousin, Mabel Brooks, from home in Harrison Aug. 6th; for the past
Milton Plantation, is visiting her.
eight months she has worked for Mrs.
Ina Lawrence, who has been boarding John Kecne.
to
NorAll of Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Putnam's
at Leonard Gammon's, has gone
children and grandchildren visited there
way to board at Mr. Wyman's.
Waterford
from
North
Grover
Sumner
Aug. &1 and 4th. They had a picture
visited at Will Culbert's, Saturday and taken of the family group in which there

<

Sweden

office,

by

Walter W. Tibbetts, who is carrier on
the line.
As F. B. Wiggin runs a grocery team
through our town and Mr. Rosenbloom
ι dry and fancy goods cart, our wants
ire well supplied and now all we seem
:o lack is the telephone to keep ua in
:ouch with our neighbors of larger
:owna.

were over

twenty.

»

W. Clark is at Crescent Beach Camp,
Lake Webb. Ilis guests are Mrs. P. B.
Clark and little son from the Falls with
two of her lady friends front Brooklyn,
New York.
Mrs. John Keene and Miss Margaret
Fleck gave a lawn party Monday evening, Aug. 4th, which was a very pleasant
affair. About forty were present and
enjoyed the dancing, games, ice cream
and cake. Eugene Lane from Smithville was there with his graphophone.
He
which added to the enjoyment.
also took a flashlight picture of the peo-

ple.

Ed Paine from the Centre and Edward
Delancy from the Falls are helping M.
L. & W. A. Wyman finish haying.
BROWNFIELD.

T!io Eleventh Maine Regiment held
their annual ro-union Aug. 5 and 0 in
Brow η field and were received by the
Daniel A. Bean Post. The business of
the association was transacted Aug. 3.
Dinner was served in the Odd Fellows'
banquet rooms for all the veterans and
their ladies. Camptire was held in the
The hall
town hall Tuesday evening.
was crowded.
Speeches, songs and
anecdotes by the visiting veterans until a
late hour.
The Republican voters of Brownfiold
held their district caucus for the nomination of a eancUdate to the next legislaAlbert κΦΐΙΠΙ was nominated by
ture.
a large majority.
Nearly all the Republican voters in town were present.
WEST

SUMNER

Chas. R. Thomes and family of North
Bridgton, Me., have been visiting friends
about here. He formerly ran a blacksmith shop here.
Wallace W. Andrews and family
passed through here on their way to
Canton last Monday.
J. A. Tuell is doing quite a business
lie makes regular trips
at his bakery.
to the surrounding villages.
Lucy Helen Beal of Haverhill is visither aunt, Mrs. Annie B. Andrews, during
her vacation.
Wesley Briggs is at home from Bath,
cutting his hay.
Miss Lora Farrar is very poorly ; su fforing from many troubles.
Mr. Moses Pulsifer of Auburn is visiting friends here.
E. Ii. Tuell and wife of Watertown
are visiting their relatives.
FAST
0ROWNFIELD
The event of the week has been the
11th Maine reunion. It was a success,
as was pronounced by many of the visitThe Daniel A. Bean Post
ing veterans.
with friends were untiring in their
efforts to provide for their guests.
E. P. Morton of Webster, a Brownfield boy, has been iu town the past
week, attending the reunion.
Λ rs. C. O. Stickney is spending the
week at the old homestead.
On Suuday, Aug. 8, there were eleven
accessions to the Congregational church,
six by profession aud five by letter.
In the last issue of the Democrat the
Bucktield correspondent in reporting
Mrs. Burger's lecture, said some very
true and commendable things, but the
reflection on the Union was quite severe.
Would any ono criticise the church if a
noted divine in an evening sermon failed
Do people sugto win souls to Christ?
gest disbanding the church because
converts are not constantly made?
When will people give the W. C. 'Γ. U.
the same sweet charity and help other
organizations receive?
The Republican caucus to nominate a
representative to the legislature was
held Thursday afternoon, Aug. 7. The
candidates were Albert R. Hill and Dr.
Whitman G. Stickney.
Mr. Hill was
elected by a vote of 72 to 50.

ALBANY.
Ono day last week F. C. Merrill of
South Paris, manufacturer of the famous
self-locking 0. K. swivel plow, was in
town, and while calling on A. G. Bean,
his agent here, his horse was suddenly
taken sick; but about the time he was
discovered as good luck would have it
Dr. Walker of Norway was soon driving
through the place, and being hailed prescribed for him, and after two hours of
constant care the horse seemed to be
coming back to himself. The doctor
said it was a bad case of cramp colic.
We could all see he was a very sick
horse, and could have lived but a
short time had he not had the best of
Mr. Merrill could not talk plow
care.
much; the horse was all he thought of.
He started for home late in the aftornoon, and having full faith in tho
doctor's skill, we trust the horse is all
right, as well as is the Ο. K. plow with
the new foot lock.
Dr. Coolidge was called to see the
young daughter of W. E. Cutnmlngs
who was quite sick, but under skillful
treatment is gaining.
Haying is progressing slowly on account of the weather.
Miss H. E. Douglass of the Douglass
Seminary for girls was in town Thursday in tho interest of the Women's Board
of Foreign Missions.
Mrs. Carrie L. Cole, who has been
visiting friends in New Hampshire, is
expected home this week.
Mrs Ethel Monroe of Massachusetts,
with one child, is boarding at Howard
Allen's.
Nina F. Bean, who has been spending
her vacation after teaching with tier
uncle, Rev. I. A. Bean of Kennebunkport, is expected home Friday.

FRYEBURG.
WEST PARIS.
Misa HeFen Sewall left on Tuesday for
The old steam mill whistle makes a
•'joyful sound" to tho people in this her home in South Berwick. a
Miss Fanny Tibbetts gave very pleassommunity. The Paris Manufacturing
Do. have a few men at work and arc ant reception on Friday evening previous,
few families
running some machinery. They are also inviting the remnants of the Miss
Sewall
house be- still left here with whom
out the

BETHEL.
Sunday, Mr. F. P. Chandler and family I
of South Paris were in Bethel as guests
of Mrs. Chandler's parents.
Mr. Walter Chandler of Norway spent
Sunday with his children in Bethel.
Tuesday, W. K. Woodbury, Esq., and
family, started for their home in Pottsville, Pa. Harry Purington accompanied I
them as far a« Boston and will visit his
sister, Mrs. John Holt, in Andover.
Mass.
Tuesday, Dr. Gehring received news I
of the death of his sister in Cleveland, [
Ohio.
John Preston True and family have
returned to Boston after a visit of two
Those who enjoyed
weeks in Bethel.
"The Iron Star" will be pleased to know
that Mr. True is at work upon another
novel, which will be illustrated by his
wife, who is a very clever artist.
Tuesday evening Hunker's Post Office
was presented in Odeon Hall for the
benefit of the Universalist Society. Cast
of characters:

|

|

tearing

|

one-etory dry

tween the two buildings and are putting
in the brick foundation for a one-etory
building, 100 χ 60 feet, for saw mill, etc.
Mrs. Hattie B. Mooney's new house is
up and covered in and will contain sixteen rooms, and is to be a departure in
construction from anything in this
vicinity; it will be heated by steam and
iost about 15,000.
Mr. Everett Harmon, a graduate of the
deaf and dumb school in Boston, has
been having a short vacatipn at the home
of O. D. Ellingwood.
Geo. L. Dunham, wife and children, of
Brattleboro, Vt., have been vieiting
relatives in this place and vicinity.
Miss Bertha Emmons is spending her
vacation in Portland.
Mrs. G. W. Ridlon and daughter are
Ε. Π. Park. with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Caleb
Mr. True
M re. C. H. Harvey. Fuller.
Mrs. True,
T. H. Dureil.
Uncle Που,
L. M. Mann & Son are having their
Β. L.Harvey.
Waeh,
E<lllh
Kmina
Hastings. mill buildings painted
Hev. A. K. Bryant and two daughters
Mrs. Slmpklns
Μγη, H. M. Karwcll.
Ruth R. King.
Mre. Green
called on friends in the village last MonD. II. Ma*on.
Reuben,
J. L. Dyer. day.
Mr. Hill
Klorcnce Carter.
Π. H. Houghton and daughter of West
Mre. Hill
O. Wiley. I
A.
Mre.
and Miss Nina H. Iloughton of
Mlrandy
Mr·. Whl<l<len. Auburn,
Sunan Peters
their sister,
Geo. Klne. Boston, have been visiting'
Ilmmle
Elele Hall. Mrs. G. W. Bryant.
Μγη. Warren
Bar.iara Carter.
Veille, the Schoolina'am
Mr. Chester Π. Lane of Damariscotta
Suean Klnjc.
Eva
his parents over Sunday, Aug. 3.
Glailyn Wiley. was with
Kitty,
Maud Davis.
Mr. Tirrell, who is to rtm tho engine
Ilrlile,
Frank Robertson. in the Paris
Tramp
Manufacturing C'o.'s plant,
Children, Bean), ItallHii neighbors.
has secured a rent in the house of Mrs.
The several characters wore well select-1 Susan Claftiin.
cd and under the drill of Mrs. VandenYour corsespondent has been on the
kerckhoven a piay was produced thatl sick list for five or six weeks.
This was followed |
was much enjoyed.
DENMARK.
by a fair in tiie Universalist chapel WedMr. Thomas Randall is in town for a
nesday afternoon, given by the ladiee of
the Universalist society. Articles fancy few days in the interests of the Portland
and useful, home-made candies and ice Star Match Co.
The Colby House is full of summer
cream, and in fact many attractive things
that appeal to the feminine taste were boarders. Mr. Kdwin Head has also a
for sale and were readily disposed of. full house of boarders.""
Tho Ladies' Circle met at Odd Fellows
Supper was served to a large number at
Music and
six o'clock, and despite the rain, the Hall Wednesday evening.
pluck and perseverance of the ladies other amusements were the order of the
brought a very pleasing result. $170 evening. Ice cream and cako were
was taken into the treasury, and the served in tho upper hall.
whole affair was a success.
Tho Saco Water Power Co., having
Mr. Charles Ayers Mason, son of I drawn the water to its lowest pich, have
returned
Charles Mason,
Wednesday, ordered the gates closed.
A new sign is to be placed on the
from Portland, Oregon, where he holds
a very line position as civil engineer. Bartlett House, and it will be called the
Mr. Mason left Bethel for the West fif-1 Oriental.
teen years ago and this is his first vist to
HEBRON
a ]
his home. Bethel friends extend
Prof. Teaguo preached Sunday in the
warm welcome.
Crane.
absence of Dr.
Editor Bowler and family have
Prof, and Mrs. Brainard have boon on
ed from their vacation.
Gould Academy will open the fall I a visit to Mr. Brainard's relatives in
term Sept. 2 with the same corps of Winthrop.
Miss Delia
Miss Ora Stearns and
teachers as last year.
The Ladies' Club will hold its annual I Bearce are at Old Orchard with Mrs.
fair and entertainment in Garland Chapel J Everett.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bartlett of Boston
Thursday (Aug. 14) afternoon and evento be served at six o'clock. are with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A,

|

|

return-1

|

ing.

Supper

All are invited to come in the afternoon Bartlett.
Mrs. Dr. Dunham and Miss Ilazcl
and see the display of fancy articles,
A very at- Donham aro spending a few days in
home-made candy, etc.
tractive program of character sketches Livermore, with relatives.
Many from this way attended the
and music has been arranged for the
Minot centennial Thursday, 7th.
evening.
Tho most of the hay in this vicinity if
Mr. Faulkner, of Chicago, is with his |
daughter, Mrs. Wm. R. Chapman.' Mr. cut, but the curing process lias been
Faulkner has for years been an impor- slow.
Mr. Gideon Bearce, who has lived al
tant assistant in the management of the
West Minot for many years is now al
Maine Music Festival.
his brother's, Milton Bearce's, on the
BRYANT POND.
old home farm, and is in failing health,
William J. Walsh of Boston is stop- being confined to his room.
ping at tlx; Glen Mountain II on so.
Rev. W. J. Taylor of Lewiston arrived
Another one of those ·?(»!· stove mer
at J. L. Howker's Friday morning, and
last week looking for ens
preached at the Universalist church was in town
Tht
Sunday forenoon and at West Paris Sun- tomers. .lie careful what you sign.
day atternoon, returning to Lewiston stove appears all right, so do the mules
On Thursday some went to the Hart
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Bowkor and Mrs. ford Custard Pie meeting, while other.'
We tool
1'earlo Muller went to Rumford I'oint went to the Minot centennial.
Sunday, Aug. od, and attended Univers- in the latter place, and were most
cordially entertained and interested
alist meeting in the afternoon.
nobly am
Everybody was shocked and surprised Old Minot did the Ithonors
was in a word a
to hear
that John Tobin, most successfully.

|

Friday morning

the predecessor of Landlord Allen, was
found dead in his stable at Ridlonvillo.
The cause of death was supposed to be
heart failure.
The house of Mrs. Lizzie Meader was
entered while she was at Uuttonville and
somo eggs broken over the lloor and
some things stolen.
Two boys are the
supposed house breakers and Sheriff
Tucker was here on Wednesday and took
one of them away with him.
The other
went Thursday. There is some talk of
the reform school, but the boys being
very small, we should say a good chastisement was all that was needed.
Miss Crystal Chase is visiting at Alden
Chase's.
Mrs. Mont Chase and son Teddy went
to South Paris Wednesday.
Albert Bowker, Harry Day, James
Farniun and Fred Farnum, members of
the West Paris base ball club, went to
Dixtleld Thursday and played with the
Dixtield nine. The result was that the
score stood 2 to 0 in favor of West Paris.
This makes the 7th game that the West
Paris nine have played this season, and
they have had the good fortune to win
every game so far.
A chapter of the Eastern Star will
soon be organized in the place.
A meeting will be held with Mrs. J. L. Bowker
Tuesday night to attend to the necessary
business toward instituting the chapter.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Perham are
stopping at Miss Sylvania Perham's, but
leave for home Saturday morning.
There will be an entertainment at
Grange Hall, under the auspices of the
Universalist society, Thursday evening,·
Aug. 14. There will be singing and
readings by Miss Mina Bowley of Lewiston. After the entertainment there will

be

a

social dance.

There will be preaching at the Universalist church Aug. 17 by Miss Eleanor
Forbes.
NEWRY.
Ed Chapman of North Newry has been
unfortunate
of late. Ile fell in his
very
barn a few weeks ago and hurt himself
severely, and Monday of this week, his
horse became so frightened at an automobile he upset the carriage, clearing
himself and dragging Mr. Chapman about
twelve rods, throwing him at last violently against the side of a barn, inflicting serious injuries.

grand

success.

On next Wednesday, Aug. 13, Sum
ner veterans will meet at Kast Sum
Col
ner for their annual good time.
Kustis and Gen. J. L. Chamberlain an
expected to be present.

FAST BETHEL
Most of the farmers are still "making
hay while the sun shines." A few havt
finished up.
Mrs. Deborali Holt visited friends ii
Berlin, Ν. II., the past week.
Mr. C. M. Kimball and Master Ceylon
visited Portland Old Home Day, alsr
Saco and Old Orchard the next day.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Bartlett and twr
children from
Waltham, Mass., art
guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Bartlett.
has
closed his home here
Eugene Bean
and gone away to work.
OXFORD.

Mr. Callahan is slightly im
proved, but is still unable to preach.
F. B. Andrews and sisters attended
Their great
the centennial at Minot.
grandfather, Mr. Daniel Bucknam, was
one of the first settlers in the
town, oc
land given him for services as minute
man in Massachusetts in the war of the
Kev.

Revolution.

Mrs. Brett and Ethel have returned
Providence, H. I., and Mrs. Cutler
Worcester, Mass.

to
to

Mrs. Ellis has gone to Turner to visil
friends.
Mr. Eibridge Edwards, who has been
quite sick, is out again.
Mr. Ellis Pike's little girl is quite sick.
Loren
Mrs. Alice Brown, wife of
Brown, died Friday, Aug. 8, at two
at
o'clock at the hospital
Lewiston,
where she had undergone an operation
a husleaves
She
for floating kidney.
band and three young children, and an
aged mother; Mr. Brown's father, who
is aged and feeble, has been for some
years a member of the family.
Richard Pye, clerk in Geo. II. Jones'
drug store, was thrown from his bicycle
against a tree, with such force that his
Dr. Haskell
shoulder was dislocated.
Mr.
was called and set the shoulder.
a
holds
policy in an acPye fortunately
cident and sickness insurance company,
to the amount of $50 a month. The accident was the result of a collapsed tire
and a broken wheel.

was

familiar.

Mrs. Martha Dexter Harris of Maiden,
Mass., is at her aunt's, Miss Λ. N.

Page's.
The

pied

Congregational pulpit
Sunday by Rev. Mr.

on

was occu-

Burrill of

Conway.

Mrs. Helen Carter and two children of
are at her sister's, Mrs.
T. L. Eastman's.
Miss Lizzy Shirley is in town at present stopping at Miss Page's.
Mrs. Jane Frye Coolidge went to Portland on Monday for a few days' visit.
Rev. Tracy Livingston came on Tuesday and his family left with him on
Thursday to stay at Salisbury Reach during his engagement at Belleville church
in Vewburyport.
Mr. Joseph Johnson has bought and
removed to Frank Thorns' place just over
the Conway line.
The Misses Hentz of Woburn are boarding at Mrs. C. Allard's for a short time.
Mr. and Mrs. Setli Page and daughter
are at the sea shore.
The lot on which Mr. Peter Walker's
house stood, corner of Portland and
Pike Streets (or the Mill road) lias been
bought for the contemplated new school
house.
Miss Floy Woodbury of Portland is at

SUNDAY RIVER.

Mrs. Parker of Bethel is helping hor
daughter through haying.
Orrin Littlehale is cutting Mrs. M.
Littlehale'e hay.
George Williamson from Boston is
stopping with R. M. Williamson.
In spite of the rain about forty attended the dance Friday night at II. M.

Kendall's.
Mrs. Baker and two children are visiting her father, John Eames.
Selden Foster, wife and children, have
arrived at their summer home.
C. D. Atlierton offers his farm for
sale.
Phin Hastings ie quite sick.
RUMFORD.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Barker, with their
two children, from Brooklyn, Ν. Y., are
visiting Mr. Barker's parents, Mr. Eugene Barker and wife.
Mr. Sampson Childs and wife from
Minneapolis, Minn., are visiting at Mr.
Eugene Barker's. Mrs. Childs was
formerly Miss Alice Webber.
Miss Abby Thompson and friend from
Boston and Mrs. Geo. Houghton and
children, from Marlboro, are visiting
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson, Sr.
Mrs. Albort Donnell and son from
Slatersville, R. I., are visiting her father,
Geo. Ray.
Mr. Harvey Clay and sister, from
Grand Rapids, Michigan, are expected to
be guests of thoir uncle, Dexter Elliott,
this week.
Miss Grace Merrill from Portland is
visiting at Mr. J. H. Estes'.
Haying is progressing slowly becauso
of the wet weather.
Mr. Irving Thompson met with an accident last week
while mowing;
be left the horses a few moments, something frightened them and they ran
»way. His machine was badly broken,
rhe horses were not hart.

Aiday

dered fine music. Mr. Turner in his remarks said he knew he was a member of
the order, for he had been there before
and had got outside of vast quantities of
pio. He proposed that we should club
together and send our president to
Washington and labor with congressmen
to sec wliat could be done about making
our association a national organization.
The surplus food was sold at auction
Tho
which brought good prices.
champion custard was bid off by a
from
at
·$όό.00
gentleman
Kentucky
(so reported). The Universalist Ladies'
Aid Circle pulled in quite a lot of small
change for lemonade and ice cream. At
4 p. m., the meeting adjourned for one
year. All went home full of fun and
cold custard. One thing we forgot to
montion. Mr. Robinson in the course of
his remarks paid a ghastly tribute to the
writer for a cortain dream he (the writer)
had about a hundred years ago. The
particulars of said dream will appear in
the columns of the Democrat later on.
Don't forgot to come to the grove the
17tli, to hear Mr. Little, from South

Paris, preach.

JNorway^

MARVELOUS
ARF HIS CURES.

Ofnck,

■South 1'aria, Maine, July 31, l'.*r>.
The following lint containing the aggregate

amount of conte allowed In each criminal «-a*· »,
audited anil ullowed at the May an<l July adj.
term lute, of the Court of County Com m Mum r»
for said County of Oxford ami specifying the
court or magistrate that allowed the name ami info re whom the case originated 1» publish·-·! In accordance with the provisions of Sec. I'J of Cbau.
lit! and of Sec. 12 of Chap. 13rt of the Itcriaed
Statute·» of the State of Maine :
IIKFORK

State

ve.

IDWORD FALLU MUNICIPAL
U. WILLARU JOHNSON, JUDOK.

COI.'HT,

Byan
Merrill,...
C'ouipangnlon,

i

—

Mclleth

LaPlante
Barrett
Perry

THE GREAT HEALER
Who created such

a

I.al'lante,
Curran,
Anderson,...
Merrill

.......

Smith
Welch
Black

Gambling Implements

all manner of diseases thought
free from 9

a.

till 8 p.

m.

Intox.

lli|Uor

Intox,
Intox,

liquor
liquor,..

Intox,
Intox,
Intox.
Intox,
Intox,
Intox,
Intox,
Intox.
Intox.
Intox,
Intox,
Intox,
Intox,
Intox,
Intox,
Intox,
ι ntox.
Intox,
Intox,
Intox,
intox.
Intox,
Intox,
Intox,
Intox,

liquor

Intox. lli|iior,

Consultation

incurable.

»«*
7«
11 13
3.ή
Γι 5.1
'.».IT
7W
7")
W27
7 42
fj'.il
7 17
812
in)
3 ·■
4 '·!
2-12
.'l

—

Mcl ver,
Hanson,
Desmond,...

citement in Lewiston, Auburn,
Bath. Augus'a and Bangor recently by ouriDg hundreds of
toi· be

«M

Hackett

furore of ex-

m.

Intox. Ilqaor

daily.
Professor Coffey, the celebrated specialist ami famous natural healer, is the
same gifted man who stood on the open
stage of Journal Hall. Lewiston, quite
recently and publicly cured hundreds of
of
people in the presence of thousands
neighbors, causing
their astonished
much enthusiasm.
[f you have not seen this man you
Every newsmust have heard of him.
lias
paper of importance in New Kngland
this
published columns pertaining to New
man's wonderful healing power.
(«reatest and lîest Known
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liquor
lli|Uor
liquor,
liquor

»

liquor
liquor

.12
00
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:1
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liquor

Ilijuor
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liquor
liquor
liquor

H12

liquor......
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2

liquor
liquor,....
liquor,

4-

Uqaor
liquor
liquor
liquor

■

14

'j>>.

M

Uqaor

England's
1
liquor
relatives.
Healer.
--4
liquor
Miss Annie Webster who has been at
A
His magic touch makes the blind to
liquor,
liquor
Auburndalc, Mass., for several years, is see, the deaf to hear, the crippled to
Intox, liquor,..
«-J
now at her uncle's, Mr. Chas. Dana walk, and the sick and suffering to reIntox, liquor
on his head.
Webster's.
Intox, liquor
down
call
and
1
blessings
joice
Intox. liquor
-1
He is without doubt the most successPreparations arc going on for the
Martin
Ν S·
on
New
in
Thursday. ful and best known Healer
Webster celebration
EngMi l.ellan
}'
IntOX. liquor
Aug. 14. It is hoped that as many old land to-day. His oflices are tilled with
Intox, liquor,
I
from
scholars will be present as possiblo.
coming
people constantly, manyA man bad his
Harrington,
20 to ::0 miles around.
Intox, liquor
>'-l
NORTH BUCKFIELO.
lie
Intox, liquor
-'Ί
hearing restored in ten minutes.
Τ 12
Dliscoll,
King R. Ruck and his son Roscoe, had been deaf for seven years. A lady
Hurn·»,...
natives of this town, now of Wellesley was given the use of a paralyzed hand in
Intox, liquor
><l
Farms, Mass have been visiting rela- three days. Another lady had a large
Stolen pio|>erty
:·
and friends in our vicinity tumor removed from her throat.
tives
Savoy lia,
Intox, liquor
I
returnhas
Roscoe
in
a
for few days.
just
It would require columns of space
stolen property,
: *>7
ed from the Philippines where he has this
and adI at
Me'arty
paper to publish the names
Intox, liquor
I
been in the service for three years, lie dresses of the many eases that have reIntox, liquor,
"Ί
enlisted May 14, 'OS, at the age of IT, in ceived treatment from the hands of
Kield
»:
the Spanish-American war, was on the Professor Coffey since he came to Nor"
Cook
4
altoMachias at the battlcof Santiago. After
Shaunessey,....
way two weeks ago, and it seems
lutox.
Ilipior
the war was over he re-enlisted auain to gether useless, as they were all wellllollhan
complete a five years' service and went known citizens.
Intox, liquor,
Martin
to the Philippines Aug. 5, '!)!), got home
It seems as if everybody who was forHeran
Τ >
June 28, '02. Participated in the Chi- tunate enough to receive treatment was
lialvlu
114
nese relief expedition, was in China four
·■'·
cured or much benefited.
Intox. liquor
entirely
to
Il
tniles
M
IT
months, was with the troops when they
l.yn-kl
came
Mrs. Augusta Mills
'·"
Brown,
entered Pekin, was with the famous tell Professor Coffey that he had cured
!K
Intox, liquor
kill and burn expedition to Samar, has her son and herself of what was supIntox, liquor
» 15
served in different parts of Luzon on
Murphy
posed to be incurable diseases of the
■·
Kelley
land and water, returned home direct
and nervous system, one year ago.
spine
DeMiiond
·'
from Samar, and is now stationed at
··'
Intox, liquor
Mrs. Hepburn called for treatment,
the Charlestown Navy Yard to serve out
Burke
accompanied by her daughter, who carWashburn
the rest of his term.
ried her arm in a sling, suffering from
Sealiert
IS "6
is
Lewiston
of
II.
D.
McAlister
Mrs.
IT *
Cha-e
inflammatory rheumatism. .She could
I ntox. liquor,
visiting lier parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. R. not raise her arm for the world. After
Intox,
liquor,
Keene.
the mother had received her treatment
Intox, liquor
Miss Marion Doble of Charlestown, she asked the
Intox, liquor
professor to treat her
I ntox. liquor
Mass., is a guest of Fred ileald and daughter. In less than live minutes the
y!
Intox, liquor
arm refamily.
young lady had the use of her
**;
Intox.liquor
Miss Lena Rennett has been with her stored to her
"
Prof.
Coffey.
I ntox. liquor
by
J
Ktchanl*
grandmother a few days at Mrs. N. R.
A well known lady suffering from nerj-j
*'·
Intox. liquor
Emery's.
vous postration for over two years, beIntox liquor
North Pond seems to have quite an lieves Professor Coffey has permanently
C'arnler
attraction for people who can leave their cured her with three treatments.
I'*·
Akers
λ.
-'·
Place
business nowadays. There are more or
Another lady suffering from insomnia
MeKlrman
less people there almost every day at had not
time
one
at
hour
1 "'·
Intox, liquor
slept over an
the present time.
After receiving her
for six months.
HKFOKK SOHWAV MI'SK'll'Al. COL'KT,
We understand Ktsel Smith has sold first treatment went home and slept
II. C. DAVIS, <I17II<<K.
out his stock in trade.
?
eight hours.
State vs. McKeen
Will Sturtevant of Turner was at his
II
Johnson
Another lady suffering from dyspepsia
I.·
Bollen
brother-in-law's, Mert Warren's, the and neuralgia pains around the heart for
Mitchell,
3d.
was permanently cured
over one year
12 17
Intox, liquor
sislier
i· 7'·
May Farrar of Auburn is with
with three treatments from Prof. Coffey.
Gibson,
Newell
ter, Mrs. Isaac Turner, for a while.
A man suffering from general debility
2'·"''
Bell,
The sick ones in our place are all on to such a extent that he had to quit work
i·'· i*
Clement
tho gain at the present time.
I ! '-1
Intox, liquor,
entirely, ςμηιο :»5 miles to see Prof. Cofhe
treatment
Jlsl't·
one
HKFOKK
FKKD
K,
A. UKI.ANO, TRIAL
fey. After receiving
JOHN'S LETTER.
OXFORD.
declared he felt as well as ever he did and
A little wholesome praise isn't bad to
til··
State vs. Tliurlow,
home
went
rejoicing.
7
take on an empty stomach, Brother
Goodyear
We know that such remarkable cures
Tilton. Watch out for us when we enter
HKFOKK AI.IIKRT BK.NNKTT, TR'AI. .ΙΓΜΚ h,
as are being made in this place seem althe village. If we come with a strut
Ο ILK AD.
most incredible and these performances
·
and a swagger, with our dented hat tipState vs. U.C. Bowc
ί
seem more like miracles than solid facts.
"· ■'
N.M.Bowe
ped at an angle of forty-five degrees,
7 :·
A.M.Kowe
Here every case is examined and if a
of
your
you may surmise that the words
cure is possible, you are as sure of it as BKFOKK OH AS. F.
WHITMAN, TRIAI. IIMI'l·,
stranger have begun to ferment. As yet
If, however,
,ΗΟΓΤΙΙ PARIS.
you are of the sun rising.
dislikes
are
and
There
calm.
we feel
of
amount
no
2i
relief,
are
State vs. Brown
beyond
likes, and the balance holds. The next you
money would induce the professor to BKFOKK A. K. MORRISON, TRIAL JL'STH I Kl M
boss
a
with
comes
who
along
stranger
case. He heals the sick, and
FORI! FALLS.
and a pedigree may not like John at all, accept your
τII v"
cures those who are
diseased, and he State vs C'esson,
and so lie is humble and hooped, so there
does it upon scientific principles.
HKFOKK BKN.I. A. SWASKV, TRIAL JFSfl'l,
is no immediate danger that he will bust
he
Marvelous as his work may appear,
CANTON.
or combust.
is simply doing that which histor, and siate vs. Shoemaker,
I see by the Lewiston Sun that Alfred
been
lla-kelt
has
show
of
science
the
teachings
had a s;oo<l
we
1
was a delegate, and
Corbett,
and can be «lone, and that which well inlaugh over the way he put it in rhyme. formed men know can be done and is
MITTIMDHSKS.
There is truth in it well and humorously
'·
being done in this age. His work has State vs. Merrill
told.
11
Anderson,....
anil most magniticently
been
successful
RuckKellev
We have seen the prospectus of
successful.
Mclleth
field's coming history by Alfred Cole and
1
I.al'l-inte,
His wonderful success has spread like
'■}
on
are
Whitman
and
Charles
1"
counting
Curran
had
who
those
wild-fire among
given up
I"
It
r.itrii'U
in
a
large way.
something interesting
and
well
ever
of
all
again,
being
Desmond,
hope
will appear in 100.'!. and we bespeak for
·-'·
1
It a
are by hundreds availing themselves
it a warm welcome from all who love they
■'<
M el ver
and gift of healhis
miraculous
of
power
1"
Hanson
the dear old town, and their name is
H l'1
Welcl
ing, which has proved to be the surest,
Legion. "It will make a large, liaml- quickest
1
Mrliee
and most reliable means of cure
hundred or
some octavo volume of six
Cook
ever offered a long suffering public.
H
It is proposed to make the
Smith......
more pages.
·" *·"·
llackett,
book first-class in every respect. It will
NOTICE.
Murphy
be printed in clear type on high-class
1
I .org,.....................
ι
The Hilmi rll.cr hereby give· notice that (lie
7·
CariN'titcr......
uniformly and substantially has liecn Only appointe·! executrix of tlic la-t
paper,
I '4
Mlteb.'ll
The compilers have made ar- will ami (entament of
bound.
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Bollen
late of lllrnm,
M.
TKKAIHVKLL,
KNOCII
W ·'·'
rangements to supply a sufficient num- In the Count) of < txford, deceased, an·! giving
McLellan
Drlseoll
ber of first-class half-tone engravings to liondsan the law direct*. All |κ>γίοιι» having
Field
lire
of
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nutate
render the volume well illustrated. demands against
WINun
the-.ame for settlement, ami
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ill lodeWM thereto
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Halvln
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John.
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Albert J.

Stearns

of

C'o.

D.

First

Regiment, Ν. (». S. M., of Norway, lias
been appointed quartermaster sergeant,
vice William II. Murcb, discharged.
A CUKE FOR CHOLERA INFANTUM.

May," says Mrs. Curtis Baker,
Bookwalter, Ohio, "an infant child of
our neighbor's was suffering from cholera
infantum. The doctor had given up all
HARTFORD
The little daughter of Frank Bennett,
hopes of recovery. I took a bottle of
while playing in his barn a day or two
The annual Custard Pie picnic came ··Π Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarsince, fell from the upper scaffold to the the 7th, in great shape. The shower in rhoea Remedy to the house, telling them
lloor and it was feared she was badly the morning took a little starch out of I felt sure it would do good if used achurt. I)r. Twaddle of Bethel was sum- b'iled shirts but r.othing to hurt. The cording to directions. In two days' time
moned by telephone and decided that no entertainment was first-class.
W. S. the child had fully recovered and is
bones were broken and that she would Robinson gave a graphic and visionary now (nearly a year since) a vigorous,
undoubtedly recover.
history of the organization; Rev. Mr. healthy girl. I have recommended this
Poplar Hotel is crowded with com- Turner made a tip-top prayer suitable to remedy frequently and have never known
It has been a popular resort all the occasion; Mr. Morse, from South it to fail in any single instance." For
pany.
through the season.
Paris, cut up didoes which pleased old sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin,
Every Saturday evening the North and young; Charles Prince made his .South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes
Newry Sewing Society give an ice cream usual speech; the Buckfield band ren- Drug Store, Norway.

entertainment which is well attended.

CouKTr Trkasukkk's

Will remain at the Elm Houe,
Me., some time.

Woburn, Mass.,

Miss Page's.
The Oxford is full to overflowing.
Many Portland people are there, among
them Col. and Mrs. F. N". I)ow.
Judge Enoch Knight of Los Angeles,
Cal., is visiting his cousin, Dr. Gordon.
Mrs. Knight is expected later.
Mrs. Frances Karnes of Woburn, Mass.,
is here for her annual visit among her

Coffey

Prof.

OF Bf Aim:.

STATE

Codwtt or Oxford.

of

"Last

The Old Home Day observance of
Maine's Old Home Week was held in
It comprised
a
Portland Tuesday.
parade in the morning and a public meetin
ProHall
the
at
evuning.
ing
City
fessor Henry L. Chapman of Bowdoin
College was the orator of the day. Congressman Allen and several other speakers also participated in the exorcises.
Shattuck of
Shellsburg,
Iowa, was cured of a stomach trouble
with which he had been afflicted for
years, by four boxes of Chamberlain's
He had
Stomach and Liver Tablets.
previously tried many other remedies
and a number of physicians without rolief. For sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P.
Parlin, South Paris; Stevens, Oxford;

Henry

)
in the malter of
In tiankruptcy
UKOHGK K. C'Ool'Ht,
of Hoxliury, liankrupt. )
K. Cooper,
To the creditors of Ueorgc
In the ounty of Oxford ami district aforesaid:
Notice In herein given that on th·· -li<t 'lay of
Aug., Λ. I». I'jOJ, the said George K. Coo(>er
was 1 u 1y a'lju'tleate ! bankrupt,an.I thalUie llrst
meeting of Ills creditors will lie h. lil at the Court
House, In South I'a lis, on the :trd day of
Sept., A. 1). l'.mi, at In o'clock In the furenooti,
.tt whli'h time the paid creditor* may atteml,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt, and transact such other buslnem
as may propcrl. come before sal·I meeting.
South Parts, Aug. Ith, U»tt.
G KO. A. WILSON,
Keferee In Hankruptcy.

J

Elijah Norton, the Dover fox farmer,
is doing a thriving business and his
placo is most interesting to visit. Last
season he sold enough to pay all his expenses for fitting up and stocking his

enclosures. One pair of black foxes sold
for $000. He has now about >'15 foxes on

hand.

WILSON'S MILLS.
Tho past week has been a fairly good
The best physic—Chamberlain's Stomone for the haymakers.
ach and Liver Tablets. Easy to take.
David York has been working for E. Pleasant in effect. For sale by ShurtS. Bennett, also J. W. Carter.
leff & Co., E. P. Parlin, South Paris;
S. W. and Ε. E. Bennett started Tues- 'Stevens, Oxford; Noyes' Drug Store,
and
the
meet
E.
S.
Bennett
Morse
to
day
Norway.
boys at Greenville, Aug. 1st.
The Bath Times says that the Bath
Our neighborhood was very much
shocked Wednesday morning to hear Iron Works is badly handicapped at the
bhat Mrs. Mary E. (Fickett) Bean, wife present time by the difficulty of securof J. C. Bean, was dead. She had pre- ing men. It is almost impossible to sopared the breakfast as usual, and im- cure them eithor at homo or from some
mediately after fell dead from heart other places.
jisease. One of the most devoted of
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
trives and mothers, she has now entered
into the fullness of rest. Many beauti- Diarrhoea Remedy has a world-wide
ful flowers from her children and neigh- reputation for its cures. It never fails
bors spoke eloquently of the love and and is pleasant and safe to take. For
Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin,
respect of all. Rev. Wm. Ineson of ,sale by
Dolebrook officiated at the last ead 'South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes
1
Norway.
lervices.

Drugstore,
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Murphy

Shoemaker
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Jockey,
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Bell

GKORUK M ATW4X»I>.
Treasurer of Oxford
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ountv

Spring and
Summer Clothing.

Our

YOU SAVE JUST ONE-FOURTH IF YOU
PURCHASE NOW.
will
who makes purchases during this One-Fourth-Oll'-Sale
tell you that they made an actual saving of

Everyone

gladly

25 CENTS ON THZ DOLLAR.
won't last
What others are doing you can do, while the sale lasts. It
Children s
all the season for this sale is to close out our Men's, Boys' and
SUITS before another season is upon us.
These are anxious-to-sell prices.
If it's a $10 oo Suit, $ 2 50 comes otl*.
44

44

1200

"

15

·4

00

300
3 75

44

44

44

44

J. F. PLUMMER,
Olotlilor and.

Purniehor,

OX Marmot Sq.uaro,

Special

-

South Parie.

Sale of Suit Cases I

*1 .23 buys as good a case as ever was sold before for $1.5°·
#1.75 buys the latest style cloth case.
I have in a large line of all leather cases at corresponding
low

"

Kelley

PLUMMER,

F.

1-4 OFF

L.

Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

Sealiert,.......
Washburn

■

J.

"

lilehaids
4 base

prices.

JAMES N. FAVOR, Sra^e?sfstthoerÎucker
Ol Main St., Norway, Malno.

Oxford flcmocrat.

I he

More of the same kind of

hay weather
Kev. E. W. Pierce will preach for th<
Universalists uext Sunday at the usual

SOUTH PARIS.
A.

U.

William Lincoln, of
AUston
a guest of his nephew, Miuol
L. Whittle.

it

W. T.
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Rev. W

Κ

-τατει»

MKfcTlSOS.

Regular
V.—Parti* Lo«Ue, No. A.
·<—lav evenllft on or before full moon.
; Mount M le» Lo.l*e, regular meet
iv «venin* o* ea.-h week—Aurora
an<l thlpl Mon.lay evening»
M

.uni

.or"

•Λ

Uilrt Sit; un lay
Λ· K· Hall·
Klin ball Relief

\

u.

No.

evenings

14S,

meet*

of

Mr*. Ilattle I..
Klmer Smith.

each

May 1

Waylaud Bartlett, who has been visitins; his sister. Mrs. A. C. Hall, for sevOct. 1, eral weeks, started on the return to his
t., home in
California, the lirst of last week.
In

UnVfourtV*aturlay;;'urlnK
>aiurtlay,
to

f the year, awte every

William I), ( lark has been nominated
as the Democratic candidate for repreto the legislature from the
No.
sentative
1>1,
p.—Stony ltrook Lo<ltce,
I ami fourth Wt*l«ie*»ay evening district composed ot
Paris, Bucktield
and Milton Plantation.
Lotltce, No, SI, meets every
h
λ
vcnlng at Pythian Hall·
W. B. Gilbert and wife of Canton are
^
larl
W··oilmen of Λuierlea.-South μ
ν
v> I·vi»>7, inccts !*e*on«l ami fourth Tuee
spending a few days with Mrs. (Jilbert's
nii.*» in iiol.len Crw· Hall.
brother. N'. 1). Bolster. They are takins
a week's vacation, and will go from here
J. Record in at home from to visit relatives in Auburn and Portj
Bo-on.
land.
ν
E. Hathaway is visiting in
Mount Mica Lodge of Odd Fellows,
U i:. rville.
to secure railroad rates for
0

c.-Secon l ami fourth Mon· lay»

of

liamlln

M

:

W. L. Farr.tr is
home in Mexico.

ν

r

visiting

Ethel Stoddard of
Mrs. Fred Scott.

y

at

having failed

Lewiston

is|

^Tbe"ladies

_

Ts!Waldron

>s

^Several

the|

A.
F.
W
G.
A.

enjoyed

Λ. Κ Morse furnished entertainment
:■
the Custard Pie Association at its
,i' -mal meeting at Swau Pond. Harttord,
He says the Custard
last Thursday.
Pi.· Association is all right.
Carrie Mathews has closed her
ti;ement with Mrs. I>ean, the dressiker. and will have charge of the dress-

Miss
^
η

making department

at

Smiley's

dry

•ds >tore, Norway. beginning Sept. 1st.
The Co. I> boys will leave for Augusta
to attend the annual muster ou the early
train Tuesday morning, and anticipate a
few days of enjoyment there. Co. I)
to make a good showing in
also

hopes

the ritle contests.

The Walkers of South Paris. Norway
ind St. Louis had a family reunion and a
picnic at (iibsoif s Grove Thursday. The
day was fine, and the occasion was eujoyed by a party of thirty-one. representing nine different families.

Song—The

S

| ι».
1.

Mr. Horneand Mr. (trlggs.
Duett—Trust Her Not.
Mrs. Harry and Mlae Sibley.
Jesus, Lover of my Soul.
Mrs. Harry and Quartette.

Will K. Holmes has given up the position of sub-master of the Norway High
School, to which he had been elected, to
accept the principalship of the high
Percy t.
school in Lubec, Maine.
Hathaway of this place, who graduated
from Colby College this year, has been
chosen sub-ma-sterof the Norway school.

MAINE

I

32
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27

U. K.
0
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0
..3
0
4
0
Ϊ
A

buildMyron W. and S. S. Maxim
ing a summer cottage or camp on the
east side of the river, near the oak tree,
some forty rods from the Park Street
bridge. There has been in that place
for some time a little huuter's camp
with walls of roofing metal, but this
It is
is more elaborate.
structure
ltl χ 24 feet over all, with a piazza, a
good sized main room, a cook-room with
a cooking stove, and a bunk-room.
are

Hullard
Italfe

An informal meeting of Kepublican
committee men anil other interesned
Republicans was held at the court house
Friday. Besides quite a number from
Paris and Norway there were present
George I). Bisbee, Oxford County member of the State Committee, A. E.
Steams, chairman of the County Committee, of Kuinford Falls, Altnon \oung
of 11 Iran, K. O. Moulton of Sweden, A.
<i. Bean of Albany, John M. Philbrook
aud A. E. Ilerru k of Bethel, W. 11.
Eastman of Sumner, C. II. I'rince and
Fred K. L)yer of Buckfield, and others.
The time was mainly devoted to discussion of arrangements for public meetings
It is underin the coming campaign.
stood that Senator Hale w ill speak at
Uumford Falls and West Paris. Congressman Littlefield will speak at South
I'aris and Fryeburg, and perhaps one or
two other places.
lion. John D. Long
may speak at either Norway or Bethel,
possibly both, lie has been invited, and
it is hoped he will accept, though he has
not yet definitely doue so.
Other speakers will be announced later.

day.

Several speakers
present.

;ome

Hurglars

a

7

P.O. A.
0
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from abroad will be

of $0.00 per

stole between $300 and $000

worth of tickets from the Maine Central
few nights
station at Lisbon Falls a

since.

HOWS THIS!
Hundred miliars Reward for any
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's
Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We the underpinned, hive known F. J. Cheami believe him perney for the last 15 years,
In all business transactions and
We offer One

case

NEWS NOTES.

78-mporation will be for 12 arcs
andescent lights to run untd one o clock
more
or
and will cost $1,472.50
than the former arrangement, for ·»» 1
It κ
arcs at $33.20 run until 12 ο clock.
claimed that the new arrangement will
be much better than the old inasmuch as
the streets will be better lighted.
\ crew of men were at work Saturday
pole, for the nev, sjatem of

i

*J98£J

erecS

places

the increase is much more.

In
In

years.
In East Bethel, July 31, Mrs. Prudence, wife
of Nelron Alutin.
In Oxford, Aug. 8, Mre. Alice, wife of Luren
Brown.

LOST.

On Paris Hill, between Old Brick and the
Hubbard House or on Tremont Street, a pearl
scarf pin. Suitable reward will lie paid for its
Return t· LEWIS M. BROWN or
recoverv.
Miss gkrtrude M. Brown, Pari» Hill.

I would like to announce to the people
of South Paris, Norway and vicinity, that
I will be with J. Pierce, at his jewelry
store until further notice, and to introduce my work I will, for the next ten
days, sell my regular

$3.00 glasses

$i

for

frames,
10 yr. gold filled frames,

Solid

gold

DRESS GOODS, SILKS,

Pccales, Prints and Ginghams.

one

You will find them

SUIT DEPARTMENT.
All Suit* nt Half Price.

LINEN AND

PIQUE

wash skirts,

regular price $2.00, $3.50,
$ι.·ιο.

less.

some

center

on our

counter.

now

Norway, Me.

in

$150,175

"

119
160
2 00 & 2 25
2 25 & 2 50
3 25
3 50

2 00
2 50,2 75
3 00, 3 50
4 00
4 50

11
"
11
11
"

1

Pebble lense,

S7
35

i>5

1 00

All examinations free of

Prescription work

a

specialty.

charge.

The latest and most Improved Instruments
used by me In making all teste.

GRENVILLE

guaranteed

manufacturer in the
States to be "Strictly first quality
fire tested and warpure lead glass,
ranted not to break in the hottest
fire." So far as quality goes they
in
are at least as good as any sold
this vicinity at any price, and I will
replace free any which do not give
satisfactory service. So far as price
cts. each, any size.
are

llankrvptcy.
Bankrupt. )
of the Die.
Γο the Hon. Clarence Mai e, Judge
District
trict Court of the United States for the
of Maine:

MIIAKI.ESW HANSON formerly of Kumford,
of Maine,
Ο In the County of Oxford, and Slaterepresents
District,
respectfully
«aid
η
was duly
he
last
of
Due.,
pant,
.hat on the 21ft day
of Congress retdjudged bankrupt under theheActe
has duly surreuthat
to
Bankruptcy;
eling
of property,
lered all his pro|>ertr ami rights
ind ha- fully complied with all the requirements
touching
of
Court
the
orders
jf s»ld Acts and of
ids bankruptcy.
decreed
l>e
be
That
may
he
Wherefore
prays,
from all I
L»y the Court to have a full discharge
lebts

provable against

bis estate

under said

bankrupt Acts, except euch debts as are exceptai by law from such discharge.
Dated this 20ih day of July. A. I>. 1902.
CHAS. W. HANSON, itankrupt.
ORD£ll OF NOTICE TUEREOX.
District

ok

Maine,

and that notrict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
Demotice thereof l»e published lu the Oxford
said District, ann
crat, a newspaper printed In
In
other
ami
creditors,
persons
known
that all
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
the
bave,
why
If
they
any
and show cause,
should not be granted.
prayer of said petitioner
That
And It Is lurthcr ordered by ihe Court,
to all known cred-1
mall
the Clerk shall send by
this order, adHorn copies of said petition and
as
dressed to them at their places of residence
staled.
of
Witness the Hon. Clarence IIai.e, Judge
tbe said Court, ami the seal thereof, at Portland,
D.
In said District, on the 2nd day of Aug., A.
I WW.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[L.8.J
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: Α. Η. DAVIS,Clerk.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

Discharge.

1
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy.
ΛΝΤ1ΙΥΜΕ L. BakhiKAi'i.T,
Itankrupt. 1
tbe Die
To the Hon. Clarence Hake, Judge of
trict Court of tbu United States for the District
of Maine:
L. Barrieaclt, of Canton, In
State of
the County of Oxford, and
represents
Maine, In said District,
last
of
past, he
June,
that on the 28th day
under the Acts
was duly adjudged bankrupt,
he has
that
;
to
Bankruptcy
of Congress relating
of
dulv surrendered all his property and rights
with all
bas
compllod
and
fully
property
orders
the
and
of
the requirements of said Acts
of Court touching bis bankruptcy.
Wherefore he praye, that he may be decreed
frum all
full
by tbe Court to bave a his discharge
estate, under said
debts provable against
exbankrupt Acts, except such debts as are
from such discharge.
cepted by law
1902.
A.
D.
bated tills 31st day of July,
ANTHYMK L B.tltltl KA I'LT,

J

\νγιιυμε

ORDER OF NOTICE THERE OIT.

District ok Maine, as.
D. 1902, on
On this 2nd day of Aug., A.
it Is—
reading tbe foregoing petition, a
bad
Ordered by tbe Court, that hearing beA. D.
8th day of Sept.,
upon tbe same on tbe at Portland,
Die
said
In
1902, before said Court
and that
tria, at 10 o'clock In tbe forenoon;
In Tbe Oxford
notice thereof be published
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
and that all known creditors, and other person!
said time and
In Interest, may appear at the
If any they have, why
place, and show cause,
not b<
should
the prayer of said petitioner

granted.

thai
And It Is further ordered by the Court,
known cred
tbe Clerk shaU send by mall to all
and this order, ad
said
of
petition
ltors copies
a<
dressetT to them at their places of residence

witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
King's
no head· of tbe said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
organs active, digestion good,
Try land, In said District, on the 2nd day of Aug.
aches, no chance for "blues."
A. D. 1902.
A. H. DAVI8, Clerk.
them yourself. Only 25c. at F. A.
[l. a.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris, and Noyes
Atteet: A. U. DAVIS, Clerk.

|

^

They

their
a

every-day

use

pleasure.

)

Sense

made

are

New

England,

and any

1

Sewing Machines
75 Main St.

Norway, Maine

is the most thoroughly equipped school
or business is the State of Maine. All
its graduates are assured of positions.
To the ilrst representative of » town
We
we oiler a discount c( 8 per cent
secure positions for student· to work for

They

are not an

The best

RANGES,

to 34.

a

week

you
or

X.

prices,

Add $1 to these
as

experiment.

have

use

$2

a

themf>

appearances go, and

perfect

fit.

*, lUOil.

first

Blue serge suits are a favorite for
We have them from $7.50 to $15.00.

Many patterns in
Black suits $7.50

the
to

olive and green effects.

new

$16.00.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

material, skilled

Λ-

as

summer wear.

NORWAY,

Eastern 'Phone.

common sense

$17

far

and

labor and mechanical

s.

MACHINES,

cents

8rpt<>uibei-

for not

II.

and pay,

Write for beautifully illustrated catalog.
Address o. 0. BLISS, Manager, Lewiston, Maine.

impressions are
being well
lasting. There is no excuse
groomed when you can buy a nicely fitting suit at
the small prices we ask. Every bit as good as tailor
made. Good cloth, good trimmings, correct style
so

easily duplicated.

is

part

$17 to $49.

New Home

Bi*T°

Make the Man

Hobbs'
Variety Store

in

III.

PRICE

Bears the

Clothes

QUAKER

I.

questioned, and

MAINE.

PARIS,

their board while attending school.

duraun-

Squaro,

Fall Term Coinim'iices n«mlay,

Sale.

to

MAINE.

made

their

50

month.

CASTORIA

The Heart of Denise

For Infants and Children,

"

C&yfft&ZËM
J!

The Kind You Have Alwafs Bought

THE BEST PREPARATION
Hard

or

Irritated Skin,

or

Face and

Chapped Hands,

Lips,

is

*^Parlin's Herb Lotion,
a

Ask for free

purely Vegetable Preparation.

samples.

Prepared only by
WILL BE OUR

ERNEST

NEXT SERIAL STORY

respectfully

Bankrupt.

stated.

Economical

ss.

Od this 2nd~lay of Aug., A. D. 1002, on read- I
It Is
ing the foregoing petition.
ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
on the 8th day of Sept., A. D.
same
the
upon
In said DisI'JO', before said Court at Portland,

Appeal

prices.

Marltot

Iti Kind You Han Always Sought

20c. each.
Hampshire and Vermont Registers (paper),
*3.00.
Massachusetts Year Book, enlarged edition (cloth),
*7.So.
New England Directory (edition for l!»02-:>), price,

bility

Scythe Stones,

t

Constantly in Stock Fop

the

Forks, Rakes,

CASTORIA For infants and Children.

New

Discharge.

Bolster &. Co.

Dayton

N.

HAINE.

PORTLAND,

)

J In

Tools

-AT-

390 Congress St., ο|»|>. 4'ity Buifriiiiff,

Facts that

be found

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

Haying

SOUTH

DONHAM, Publisher,

M.

cts.

75

CO.,

MAINE.

$2.00.

Price.

glass

In the matter of
CilAKLEe W. HANSON,

plates.

new

SOUTH PARIS,

35

and Railroad Map
The 11)02-3 edition contains a Township
from entirely
made
and
to
revised
date,
of Maine,

from 5 cts. to

SHURTLEFF &

A.

Directories

Directory.

Single City

price

at very low

AT TIIE PHICE OF A

5c.

per box.

in

of

Rifles and

OF 20 CITIES AND 425 TOWNS

Optician and Ocullat.

largest

Business

Full

are

Dr. J, Franklin Harris,

Lamp Chimneys

Pharmacy

at the

ranging

STATIONERY BY THE POUND OR QUIRE.
largest anil best assortment in Oxford County can

...

CONTAINS

at 25 cents

other kinds

The

MAINE REGISTER

50

Remember that these prices are for the
All work guarannext ten days only.

teed.

THE

...

Many

Scythes, Snaths,

3

1902

per box.

Ccme in

NORWAY.

PARIS,

SOUTH

Highland Linen, Bannockburn & Velour de Lyon

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

1

Noyes Company,

F. H.

& CO.

received a new stock of IIURLHUT'S FASHIONABLE
All the latest styles in color, shape and size.
We call special attention to

F.

grade.

$1-00

for

$ 0.79

r

Just

what we are selling
them at now. It is our custom at this time
of year'to close out summer stock at low
Here are the trades we are
prices.

offering

F. A. SHURTLEr

STATIONERY.

oo

2

Aluminum,
Steel and nickel frames,
Best
quality Periscopic

AT HER.
Whence came that sprightly step,
faultless skin, rich, rosy complexion,
smiling face. She looks good, feels
good. Here's her secret. She uses Dr.
Kesult—all
New Life Pills.

Drug Store, Norway.

advertised.

HURLBUT'S STATIONERY!

and look at the bargains,

Coplin

SHATTERS ALL RECORDS.

as

12 1-2

Smiley,

STORES.

Suit and Overcoat Sale still continues.

valley

Twice in hospital, F. A. Gulledge ,.
fectly honorable
made Verbena, Ala., paid a vast sum t< t 1
ilnauclally able to carry out any obligations
doctors to cnre a severe case of pilee
by their Arm.
When all failed
WkstA Tkuax, Wholesale Drwrxtsta,Toledo,O. causing 24 tumors.
Wholesale
Λ Marvin,
Walhim;, Κι.ννλ.ν
Bucklen's Arnica Salve soon cured him
O.
Toledo,
Druggists,
Subdues inflammation, conquers Aches
Hall's Cat rrh c ure Is taken Internally, acting
surfaces ol kills Pains.
Best salve in the world
directly upon the blood and mucous Sold
all
ι
by
Price, 75c. per bottle.
the system.
25c. at F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s, Souti
free.
Testimonials
Druggists.
Norway.
Store,
Drug
Noyes
Paris;
beatil all'· family pills are the

in Summer

REMNANTS.

with
and

Shirt Waistsai Half Price

Yes, that is about

TROUSERS {

usual complaint that the deer are eating Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
the crops and pestering the farmers genLOOK PLEASANT, PLEASE.
erally. Some farmers have devised the
method of stringing the fields as they
Photographer C. C. Harlan, of Eaton,
would to keep the crows away, but in O., can do so now, though for years he
addition, tied bells along at intervals. couldu't, because he suffered untold
When the deer walked against the striun agony from the worst form of indigeshe would ring the bell and give him tion. All physicians and medicines failThis worked pretty well and ed to help him till he tried Electric Bita start.
was practiced to quite an extent in one ters, which worked such wonders for
The method in him that he declares they are a godsend
section of the valley.
section is now t( to eutTerere from dyspepsia and stomach
vogue over in the
erect poles over the fields açd as the even ; troubles. Unrivaled for diseases of the
the pole a 1 Stomach, Liver and Kidneys, they build
ing draws on to run up on
lantern. These are to be seen all along up and give new life to the whole sysI
the valley now like so many lighthouses ' tem. Try them. Only 50c. Guaranteed
ai
effectual,
be
to
said
are
very
These
by F. A. Shurtleff A Co., South Paris;
the deer do not like to get in among ec Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

"JUST LOOK

SWISS
SILK
little chain stripe,
flowered.
Former price
and 15 cts., now IOC.

dainty

Everything just

another.

doing

Erettiest

Trousers at Wholesale!

Mexico, Aug. 8, John M. Tobln.
Canton, Aug. I, Jacob Merrill Stubbs, aged

nearly 88 ye»re.
In Canton, Aug. 7, Cornellue M. Holland, aged
about (4) yeare.
In Wilson's Mills, July 30, Mrs. M. E. (FIckett)
Bran, aged (3 j ears.
In Norway, Aug. i>, Isaac F. Tltcomb, ag d R2
■ear··. ·: months 3 day».
In Portland, July 31. Clara Amanda, daughter
of the late Brown Thurston. Burial a» Gliead.
In Sweden, July 28, Noah A. Smart, aged 83

^A^a

bright epots.

bargains

counters of Summer Goods, to make room for

colors.

Popular

BLUE

DIED.

The town of York on Tuesday celemeeting of the school board Monbrated the 2ô0th anniversary of its incorporation with very appropriate
•xercises. The orator of the day was
[Ion. James P. Baxter of Portland. I
)ther speakers were Gen. Joshua L. I
L'hamberhtin, Hou. Thomas B. Keed,
Francis I,. Stetson, President Tucker of ! ridgewock High and Farmington Normal
i
Dartmouth, Thos. Nelson Page and Schools. In the district schools the fol
Samuel L. Clemens (Mark Twain).
lowing are the teachers:
Swllt'e Corner—Minnie Λ. Çox.
Larry McCormack, one of the best
Centre—Hoi«»le ''-.Τ0*116'
known Maine sporting men, while serv- j Y sinter— Irene K. Ilazen.
ing a «0 days' sentence at the Cumberland County jail for intoxication, having
Β., a eister "f Mr.. Verne M. WWt·
been sentenced only two days before, at- iuhii.
Β. Hazcn.
rr
life
H-kett—Evelyn
owu
his
Monday
tempted to take
KO»t Hill—Alice I). Gammon.
morning shortly after 8 o'clock by cutMtlUttvllle—I'hl li> K. Stone.
He
Chapel—AUK"xt* Η French.
ting his throat with a small knife.
Holt School—Kilna D. Brown.
had been drinking heavily for the past
three weeks and was in a bad condition. The board voted to charge a tuition of
six dollars per term for scholars from
He will recover.
out of town who attend the high school,
The state assessors note that live stock ltural schools commence Sept. 22d, vilis receiving a higher valuatian by local lage Sept. S.
assessors as a result of the sky-scraping
Monday morning a fisherman found
prices for meats. There is a very large
increase in the number of calves which the body of a man tloating in the lower
The body had
are being raised by the farmers, and this liarbor at Portland.
demand, evidently been in the water some time,
is a sure sign that beef is in
lu the dull times of the beef market, and there was nothing by which to
veal is plenty and the farmers kill every- identify it.
thing young. But when beef shoots up
ALL VVEKE SAVED.
the calf has a show for his life.
"For years I suffered such untold
While in Maine last May Anna Held, misery from Bronchitis," writes J. II.
the actress, purchased a beautiful plot of Johnston of Broughton, Ga., "that often
laud, situated just north of the town of I was unable to work.
Then, when
Belgrade, between Great and Long Lakes. everything else failed, I was wholly
from
Upon her arrival in America
cured by Dr. King's New Discovery for
Paris the latter part of August she will Consumption. My wife suffered intenseand
making
her
visit
complete
property
ly from Asthma, till it cured her, and all
arrangements to have a log cabin built. our experience goes to show it is the
It will be large enough to accommodate best Croup medicine in the world." A
20 persons and will be thoroughly equip- trial will convince you it's unrivaled for
ped with running water and electric Throat and Lung diseases. Guaranteed
lights.
bottles 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottles free
comes the at F. A. Shurtleff A Co., South Paris;
From the Dead River

many

want to see our harvest of

Looking through our stock we
find some remnants which we have
rolled up and marked so cheap that
trimmed, good colors, light or MERCERIZED LACE
MUSLIN, you will want some.
dark, only 49 Ct«.
They include
thing of the season, in
white
and
colors.
lack,
Regular
LIGHT WRAPPERS and house
price 25 cts., sale price ltlc.
dresses, this summer's style. The

TRANSPORTATION

profits.

Aug.*

believe it you will

and lady compositor.
Domestic, $1.00 grade, now 79c.
PLAIN SILK GINGHAM at
First-class work rfquired.
Steady THE FAVORITE Percale Wrap- half
price, now 93c.
work and good pay.
A good fitting wrapper,
per.
TIMES,
Bargain
well made, good style.
Rumford Falls, Me.
ANOTHER CUT I V
at former price, $1.25, sale price,

getting

U,iSS."l\K«forUKh.taSth.cor.
and

Dollar Earned.

as a

—

KSi» SffiSS. »'ν»,ΐ

lt.lt.

pension

and

WR 1 PPEYYS.

Thomas

|

Charles N. Wentworth of Denmark

granted

MMr

before

!

one, and if you

and

bein^

Seed

are
from the bin
and the whole will be comp eted
the date of the fall terni of school,

good

a

Price the powerful attraction here.
good qualJOB LOT of Wrappers, front
braid
ity print, waist lined,

Job printer

"'^ÏÏ'^.W.F.Jone.andf^ly J. K. CHASE, So. Paris.

PENSION MATTERS.

has been
month.

i'tSJTSS'rtf:
,UTheT™;
dings
nipes

is

Good

as

Patnaude, a eon.
In Bethel, Aug. 4, to the wife of Leon Walling,
98c.
daughter.
SHIRT WAIST PRIDES.
In Greenwood, Aug. 4, to the wife of Daniel
OF SCHOLARS
Cole, a daughter.
In Norway, July 25, to the wife of Howard A
Waint Fabric»,
Knightly, a eon.
IN THE TOWN OF PARIS.
In Kaet Fryeburg, Aug. 2, to the wife of Ρ
summery and dainty.
very
the
of
the
Instructions
with
accordance
In
a
Walker, daughter.
with
In Sweuen, July 2*!, to the wife of Alvlu S
Superintending School Committee of Paris, the WHITE BATISTE covered
of Schools will receive sealed
Ballty, a daughter.
DOTTED
Sujierlntcndcnt
llowcrs.
little
bids for tie transportation of scholars In the
dainty
Bolster, Hall, Stearns Hill, and Snow's Kalis
MUSLINS, flowered, and plain
dl-trlcts, so called, fer the ensuing term. The
MARRIED.
as
routes will be practically the same
previously,
but particulars and specifications may be had of
In Nnrthuoit, Aug. 5, by Rev. C. H. Bryant
the Superintendent. All bids should lie sealed
The
Mr. « liaudler Swl't of South Carle and 'Mr*. and presented on or before Aug. ltï, W02.
Emma M. Wadlln of Belfast.
right to reject any or all bids Is reserved.
In Norway, Aug. ti, by Rev It. S. Rldeout, Mr.
ALTOS C. WHEEKER,
Wlnthrop Mnhol'and of Medford, Mass.,
Supt. of Schools,
(jeoiye
Mies Nora Maria C'ragln of Norwav.
an
South Parle, Me.
Connection.
Eastern Telephone
In Eaet Kryeburg. July 27, Mr. Albert Chad- At law office of James S. Wright, Billings B.ock.
bourne of East Kryeburg and Mr*. Grace Lihby
I
of Sidney.
t. A. bnUKTLEfi & CO.
In Kryeburg, Aug.
by Rev. Baman N.Stone,
Mr. Walter E. Ben»on and Mise Mary Eunice
Barker, both of Kryeburg.
a

goes they
5
Hon. Edward Wiggin has returned to
at low prices.
Vugusta from a short visit to Aroostook
Lamps
■ounty, and says that the farmers in the went to Small l'oint
.ft» '» '1
'Garden of Maine" are now harvesting
will remain with Mrs. Jones a
family
."»0
least
It is at
percent j the Point for several weeks, while Mr.
k big hay crop.
in
jreater than that of last year, and
Jones attends to his law business at
Bankrupt's Petition for

Abt.

DANIEL WEBSTFR CCNTENNIAL
The trustees of Frveburg Academy
of Mr.
propose to observe the centennial
Webster's connection with this institution on the 14th of August.
Suitable exercises will be assigned to
the forenoon, afternoon and evening of
the

"•I'towirkat'the h'Wh sehooUnUdinj!

Peak's Island. It was a woman who
tad just arrived at the island, and as
;he was at once removed to the pest
louse and all precautions taken, no trou>le is anticipated.

J. Whitman of Somerville,
Mass., son of John Whitman of this
place, and his family, consisting of wife,
two sons and daughter, are visiting Holland, β."
relatives here. 1 hey are now with Mr.
β
6
0
27
34
Totals,
Whitman's sister. Mrs. «I. II. Jones, and
Score by Innings.
their
of
a
will be there during
portion
12 3 4 5 6 7 8 !>—Tc
Two weeks' stay, and the rest of the time
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0-2
Weft I'arls,
Stuart,
J.
II.
Mrs.
sister.
0
other
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 fr-0
with his
Dixtield
Seorer, Rlillon.
at I'ennesseew as see Lake.
Edwin

In South Parle, Auk- T, to the wife of Charles
E. Bennett, a eon.
In South Parle. Aug. 10, to the wife of Arthur
E. Clark, a daughter.
In Kumforit Falls, Aug. 7, to the wife of Chas.

P.

Verne M. Whitman is visiting with his
wife and son at St. Andrews, Ν. Β
Capt Amos F. Noyes attended the rt

it

DIX FIELD.
S. Talnter, c
ha e. r.f
XV. Talnter. υ
Rawson, 2nd 1
l'ottle, 3rd b
Hawk·"·, l.f
Cuuindngs, c.f
Marsh. 1st b

BORN

Knight and family
,f Manchester-by-the-Sea, Mass are enat
the
jovin" life
Hayden Cottage.

Λ well-defined case of small pox
liscovered Wednesday in the Coronado

The score:

2

iVMrSand Mrs. F.

was

WKST l'A RIS.
A.U. Κ. Η II P.O. Λ.
0
12
0
I
,I'. K.trnum. 2nd b
.'
1
1
4
Hooker. M b
0
0
2
7
..4
Session», let b._
0
0
s
1
3
e
Dwvtr,
0
2
2
0
4
l»av *.·
ο
1
0
0
4
Curtis, c. f
0
0
3
0
2
Emery, r f
0
0
0
2
4
J. Karnum, l.f
1111
3
Lufkin, |>
Totals

$125.

I

WANTED.

m

^Tuesday

saying

The old

ADDISON E. DERRICK,
Judge of said Court.
copy—.A t»»?t ·—
ALBERT 1). PARK, Register.

business connected

Aug. 12, the Democratic
Countv Committee meet in this place a
lin office of A. S. Kimball & Son.
Miss Maude Thompson has joinod her
parents Dr. and Mrs. Thompson, at
Rook Island for the summer.
Jesse AUard and Howard Moulton
tarted on their annual carriage drive to
Freedom, Ν. Π., and a vacation of two

àvening,

2: I>1XFIELD 0.
7.

wen·

\ trie

Drug Store, Norway.

ChEUzlabketh

8ASfc BALL.

Dixtield, Aug.

I

Wright, administrator de bonis non, will annexed.
LORETTA J. BROCK, late of Paris, deceased. Petition- for order to distribute balance
remaining In hi* hands presented by James S.
Wright, executor.

Mrs. Charles G. Blake of
Philadelphia visited Capt. Jonatha
I have bought from the factory at
Also Mr. Blakt s
Blake this week.
purse $150.
The base ball games will be played by ,ister Mrs. W. W. Whitmareh.
Pittsburg 12 cases (5000) lamp chimthe West Paris, Dixfield, Oxford and I Frank E. Bell was in town the lirst
lowest wholesale price,
neys,
Two of the
Lewiston Athletic teams.
lowest freight rates and saving all
teams—which two will be decided bv |
and Agnes Beal are stopmiddlemen's
They are not
drawing—plav at 1<> a. m. Tuesday, and ping at Magnolia Beach for a time.
chimneys
the other two at 2 P. m. The winners in
The Prohibition meeting will be held the common lime
but these
these two games play the final at 1 :·>ϋ p. | ,t the Norway Opera House Monday which break so easy,
m.
Fred Britten of
IS.
Wednesday. The purse is $100,
by the
chimneys are
divided $0", $25, $12.50, $12.50.
United

}

At

ment was a study for me, but I thought
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhwa Remedy and as a last resort
prescribed it. The most wonderful result was effected. Within eight hours
she was feeling much better; inside of
three days she was upon her feet and at
the end of one week was entirely well."
For sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin,
South Parfe; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes

Mills,'Portland

at 1 :·>0 p. M.,
the 2:4.*) class, purse $125, ahd the
2:2·"» class, purse *12"».
Wednesday's races, at l:o0, are the
2;:J2 class, purse Ϋ12"), and free-for-all.

The audience was appreciative, and
every number ou the programme
After the concert a rey vas encored.
c eption was given to Mrs. llarry. with
s uitable
introductory remarks by Hon.
Ice cream was sold, I
■'laiues S. Wright.
atnd a
good sunt was netted from the|
for the benetit of the library.
e•venin·;
IPlie sincere thanks of the people are due I
tnd are extended, not only to Mrs. liarrv
:lind Miss Sibley, but to the other partici-1
>ants who gave their services ou this oc- [
.ntsion.

The American Dry Goods Syndicate
closed it.s sale of the Audrews stock of
goods the first of last week, and has
(tacked up and removed the small portion of the goods which remained unsold. The store is at present vacant.

Tuesday

on

A Dollar Saved is

Goods. We make these money saving prices to help clear our
Her parents were
every hour.
see cause.
she would die. She had become bo they
We cannot do business by saying one thing and
OLIVE K. GRIS WOLD, late of Parle, dc Winter ones.
weak that she could aot turn over in
ceased. Petition for order to distribute balance
bed. What to do at this critical mo- remaining In his hands presented by James S. One price and that the lowest.
worse

with the Norway factory.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Stearns were in
Portland Old Home Day.
Mrs Susan P. Kelly is visiting in Bar
and Durham for a few

Tuesday's races, ailed

early

WKST PARIS

pcrse

Webb Packing Company,

town on

are

Burtlett

Dream.

Miss Sibley.
Duett—Hunting Song.

».

F

$125.

FKEE-FOR-ALL. PURSE 1150.
R. C. Sumner—b. s.. Tackhammer Morrill.
|{ G. Dunn—bl. s„ Elder Boone.
F. H. Wtggln—g. g·. 1 aundrvman.
W. 1». March— b. g.. Edmund.
Leon Small— b. g.. Scrap
F. It. For*—br. g·. Meader Boy.
R Ο Jordan—br. g.. Kite.
\ Κ Russell—b. m., Auburn Girl.
\ II. Jack—Gladys Belle.
A. H. Jack—Joe Patchen. Jr.
George Bonnallle—Al Pointer.

jj

>

PURSE

J.I Mlllett—b. g., Joker M.
F. IL Rumpus—c. g., Chubb.
Fletcher—b. m.. Nancy Grayson.
II.
F. H. Wlggtn—c. g.. Topeka.
small—b.
Leon
g., Scrap.
F. B. Fogs—b. g.. Mrailer Boy.
It. κ Jordan—br. g.. Kite.
F. M. Garcelon—b. g Umpire.
Alf W likes.
\ K. Russell—bl.
\. K. Ruesell—hi. g Jamee T.
\. II. Jack—Gladys Belle.
\. II. Jack—Joe I'atchcn, Jr.

Insj

will^at-

Clearance Sale !

Money Saving

A

PROBATE NOTICE*.
To all persons Intereped In either of the Katab s
hereinafter named :
At α Probate Court, held at Paris, In ami
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
July, In the year (ft our Lord one thousand
nine hundreil and two. The following matter
having been presented for the action thcrcn|Mjn
hereinafter lndlcate<l, It Is hereby Οκυκκκυ:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to lie
uubllshed three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be ncM at Rumfont Falls, on the
at 9 of the
third Tuesday of Aug., A. I).
clock In tin forenoon, and lie heard thereon If

sure

'bjAv.1 Dyer and §.°F. NVebb?of the H.

F. H. Rumpus—*. g Chubb.
II G. Fletcner—b. m., Nancy Grayson.
A. Bartlett—b. g.. Wilson.
lames Pledge—b. m., Helen.
F. II. Wljijrin—b. κ·. Scrlbncr.
W. I». March—Lucky Buck.
F. M. Garcclon—b. g., Umpire.
•\. E. Russell—1)1· β., Alf Wilkes.
K. Russell—l»l. g·. Jame* T.
\. H. Jack—>»r. Jack.
James Pledge—ch. πι., Cimiers.
2 25 CLASS.

Dr. Chas. H. Utter, a prominent physician, of Panama, Colombia, in a recent
letter states: "Last March I had as a
patient a young lady sixteen years of
age, who bad a very bad attack of dysentery. Everything I prescribed for her
proved ineffectual and she was growing

m?™l»ôdHÔÎ°t'vl»ited Rumford Fall.

Bartlett—b. g.. Wilson.
H. Wlggln—b. g.. Scrlbner.
Γ». March—Lucky Buck.
B. Hllborn— Suser H.
H. lack—l»r. Jack.
2 32 CLASS.

|

To see what action the corporation
Master Georae Clark is in B-ston for
V >it
going with his cousin, Mrs. s>. will take relative to the future lighting
of its streets.
ι ;.ir«-iu* Curtis, on her return home.
To see if the corporation will vote to
Κ IL I>»»rr, clerk for W. L. Farrar, is «
the present system of lighting,
hange
•ak ii" his vacation, and is spending
bv using fewer arc and more incandeslived.
-ii.· Γη Mexico, where he formerly
cent lights, and also to regulate the
• ieoP'e A.
Briggs and wife ami J. H. price of the same.
I'.tMii and wife spent several days vaea- The reason for this is that the presπ in
and around Portland last wttW. ent
arrangement with the Oxford
Co. terminates Sept. 1st, anil after
ι.
Κ win I. Npollonl attenaeu πιο re- Light
date lights w ill not be furnished extl
<»f his old regiment, the Four- that
γ: -η
Norway is
nh Maine, at Long Island Tuesday. c<
\
cept at an increased price.
a system of mixed art and in''
installing
Miss (.ourdie M. Brett ami Miss Mary *'
candescent street lights, which is exr1 ΐ'Γνίη «f Beverly, Mass., are visiting
pected to give better satisfaction than
two.
or
.· < hurles Ε. Brt-tt's fur a week
the old system—and it costs more.
1; >y II. Porter is taking his vacation
New Hall was well tilled Friday eventi"iii the store of \V. A. Porter this
ing for the benefit coucert given bv Mrs.
is supplied by
w.
k, and his place
and Miss Sibley of Boston, and
j,
Barry
Harold Fletcher.
The programme
male quartette.
t|
the
m
as follows:
•I. K. Chase has moved from the Tyler was
i·.*· <>n High Street, now the Baptist
Allen
^I. 1 Love my Love In the Morning,
dillllMl·
ir-«waiii·. to one of Capt. Bolster's
Koevkel.
On,
Sί. Souk—Speed
ir ises off Myrtle Street.
Mi··* Sibley.
Wekerlln.
of the Alps,
Miss Ethel Merritt, who has been visit- Sl. Soog—Flower M re. 1 tarry.
fori
Misses Is;abel and Kittie Morton
iI. s«ilo and ( horu-—I.et me Dream,
Mr. lirlggs and Quartette.
returned t«» her home in
Mie time.
Glover.
Duett—Turning the Tables,
il· Ίι;»·water. Mass., Wednesday.
Mrs. ISarrv an·! Ml»· Sibley,
Auirau.
*i.
Romania— Nearest and Dearest,
the
attended
a
hundred
picnic
Nearly
Mm. Karrv.
■In■ Baptist Sunday H'hool at («ibsou's
Γ. Song. with vloitn obligiito—
'MM the Hush of the Corn,
Temple.
The day was perfect,
t.rove Tuesday.
M r. Brlggs.
i ill
themselves to the utmost.

",;.l

S"

The Cniversaiist Sunday School w ill
II \V. I.unt and wife of Falmouth are have its
picnic at Snow's Palls, Tuesday
v>.·' : at A. H. Doble's.
Those who inof next week. Aug. 1'.'.
leave ".heir
».
„e Benuett is spending a vacation tent I to go are requested to
names at Partin's drug store, in as good
λ
relatives in Buckfield.
season as possible, that transportation
M
Lottie Farrar of Auburn is visitmay be provided.
Paris.
South
at
lativeN
:
Rawson Holraan w ill go this week to
I ι liagnon has moved into E. b Bar-1
Dixtield Centre to attend a reunion ot
Street.
on
Gothic
house
;
the Holman family at that place ThursM
Blanche D< ;»u is employed in
day. Three brothers, of whom the
the < >xford Light Co. at Norway. grandfather of Kawson Holman was
one. settled there, and their descendants
!'ih.h ι ira ν has returned from his are now so numerous that the reunion
:
his brother Carl at llaines I.and-| is
expetced to call out between one
ing.
ami two hundred.
I.tila Merrill, daughter of ( harles
M
The weather Wednesday evening was
i!
Merrill of Auburn, is visiting at not such as to make out-door life pleasLyman S. Merill's.
urable, and the lawn party at the Conto the
Judge and Mrs. S. A. Bolster of Boston gregational church was adjourned
i;t. oUeNt> .»f Judge B».Kter > brother,
vestry. A g»>od musical programme was
"iven. with vocal or instrumental numapt. II. N. Bolster.
bers by Mrs. IL E. Wilson, Miss I)e
Mrs. James s. Wright is visited by her Motte. Mr. Dunn.
Ralph Pcnfold, the
nieces. Misses Gertrtule ami Susie .K»ne>. Misses Walker, and Misses Ida and
Jamaica Plain. Mass.
Gracie Dean. 1< e cream and cake were
Considering the weather, there
Miss Carrie Matliew> has been visited sold.
\>\ her father. A. D. Mathews, and Mrs. was a fair attendance.
Mathews, of Barton Laiuluu!* > t.
A meeting of the South Paris Village
Mrs. Wm. P. Morton is in Gorham. Corporation has been called for Monday
\ H., a guest <«f the family of Postmas- evening. Aug. IS, at 7 SU», at Engine
House Hall, for these purposes:
ter Thomas A. Adams of that place.

KlItKA KK11KDY.

A*s^***Jon· puerai

MThe Selectmen

SAVED.

PANAMA, COLOMBIA, BY CHAM11KKI.AIN'S COLIC, CHOLERA AND MAH-

1 cases disposed of

"VS"ta r*"u..!d

the usual excursion this year, will instead have a picnic at Penlev's (irove.
The date set is Aug. J 1st, and the
Kebekahs have l>eeu invited to join.

lier

THE BRICK SCHOOI. HOUSE.

I

..

Purl- tirante, froni

IX

fraternity

Advertised letters in South Paris post
office, Aug. 11, l'J02:

Cory* meet- ttwt
in.r-lay evenings of otch month. In

·\

Λ

*Κ.' κίπι"ιΠ Post.

PUPILS

ACCOMMODATION

Selon» Method!.;.

J. W. Chute has returned from Bridgton, where for the past four weeks lie has
been "trying to work haying," as he expresses it.

Pleasant Rcbekah LoOm. No.
.n.l fourth Krt'lay» of each

TERM.

LIFE

I AT

August term of the _^or^'a'
OF I
Court was held on Tueeday
Municipal
I
The

dr\n sur'vives

Misses I va McArdle and Maud Carter
attended the reunion of Fannington
Normal School students at Farmington
last week.

_

η

visiting

Leon Russell has sold his half-interest
in the tlrm of Maxim «V Russell, grain
dealers, to his father. William B.
M.; Kussell.

Tue-'tav evenlntf.
Nt Church, Rev. J. II. Little, I astor
I·
-, rs Ice every Sun.lay xt i :*> 1». M
sirnlay School atiiW»*. m.

I

J. A. Record's.

Mastei

Î5S*

.sss^rssrwsaa Aa

;:«>·ρ.

\
1

are

Walter L. Gray and wife leave Monday
afternoon tor a visit to his brother, Carl
M. Gray, at Haines Landing.

All. M«>

rtinir

H

ami

Mrs. Perley Adkins and two children,
former residents here, are visiting relatives and friends in town.

-'^JÎ^tÎSÎS^JWS

-,

Record

Mrs. E. C. Park and Miss Muriel, ami
Miss Joan Stearns, of Bethel, were at S.
P. Stearns* over Sunday.

Prwhlnir-crrjre.tMMS

>«»>VWSloçk
ΐ; aa!SI Iter* L w.

V

Chester

arc

Mrs,

!... ,.a=.ior.
«h»
p. m.; Sunday School 12 m.. V
Church prayer meeting on
P.

at*
"

λ..·

5»

V»

at

—10:00 A. J».,3::W P. *·, 10 13
Sun.iaye laelotletl). Sumlay only,
OURCHK8.

*

Mrs.

mother,

(Ually.Suadayi Howard Record of Portland
sumiay only,

,,nifre*Htlonal Church.

....

Willey's

Helen L. Stearns.

«...ι

"·

a·

LKAVK

,M.»t -4
κ *.. t

Willey

visiting Mrs.

Commencing Jum »5,WW.

and wife of Boston

COM 1 NU

!

YOUNG LADY'S

A

Several new entries were made and ok
in various ways. T!»
most interesting item was that of a
All schools in the town of Paris will hv Town
Agent Jones—Inhabitants ο
begin on Monday, Sept. 1, 1902. There ! Norway vs. Russell F. Merrill, for the re
will be few changes in the list of teach- !
covery of expenses incurred by the tow
ers.
All the teachers at West Paris and
in the care of Mrs. Merrill.
South Paris were re-elected to their
The death of Isaac F. 1 itcomb at h
former positions. Miss Lucinda Field
home on Crockett Ridge, \V ednesda
will have charge of tlie Paris Ilill Gramforenoon of last week, caused great su ι
mar; and Miss Una Taylor will have the prise.
Πβ had been sick but a few day
Paris Dill Primary.
with diabetes. He was born in Norway
The school committee have elected I tw
3. 1840. Served in Co. G,
Miss Florence M. Jewett of Denmark to
Maine Infantry, and saw consulerabli
the position of second assistant in the
After his discharge after «
service
high school at South Paris. The rapidly service of nearly three years be returnw
increasing enrollment in the high school to Norway where lie has since li\ed oi
during the last three years has made the the old homestead. In 1872 he marrie
work more than the two teachers could r vdii A
Parsons, who with three chu
results.
The
handle with the best
him. His three daughter,
was
it
necesschool has expanded until
are: Addie E., a teacher in the publh
to
seat
a
of
last
sary during
year
part
schools; Emma I». Flint wife of C. A
many high school pupils in the grammar Klint
Louisa F., an invalid, anil s
school room on the lower floor of the
brother, Charles H. TitcorabofHumforc
number
An
building.
unusually large
Falls. In politics a Republican, in le
of pupils from the districts have signified
lie »» »">«!*·
their intention of entering the high of
Harry Rust Post, G. A. R., Fiitli
school this next term. And these, com- Maine
Regimental
bined with an entering class of average member of
Norway Grange.
size from the grammar, will probably services were
Saturday at 11 A. M., at
bring the total enrollment up to more tended by Rev. B. F. Fickett.
than a hundred. The preseut accommo-1
Dor
Frank S. Parsons and
dations are for 77. Consequently desks Chester, Mass.. are stopping with then
have been added and more rrtom probrother, John W. Parsons, at the homecured by putting old desks nearer to-1 stead farm on Pike Hill for a few weeks.
gether, so that about one hundred can ; The members of the legal
be accommodated. All this necessitated are
arranging to visit Portland and e
the use of the chemical laboratory for a Islands
Saturday, August 10, for
recitation room, and it has been furnish- 1
as
its
use
ed for that purpose, although
crew of men consisting of T. L.
a laboratory will not be abandoned.
Ilcatli Irving Frost, G. G. Proctor and
The addition of another assistant will Charles Rowe
ha\e been engaged in reallow more attention and instruction in
pairing the stone and brick piers at the
the common English branches of the
light Station at the falls.
courses, and will be a material advanCo D, 1st Regiment, N. G· S. Μ., (,ο
tage to those pupils who desire to pursue to Auausta Tuesday for a few days at
the English studies, book-keeping, etc. the annual muster. The
™
Miss Jewett is a teacher of experience in first-class condition and will bring back
high school work who has met with grati- one or more of the prizes offered for
fying success in the high school of her •jood marksmanship.
native town. In addition to teaching
the English branches. Miss Jewett will
Wi.1.
relieve the other teachers by assuming fdends and relatives. They left home
the French classes, it being understood
that she is a pupil of the Sisters of,
viewed the proposed
the French convent in Lewiston.
town way from the Norway Lake road to
The list of district teachers cannot be the Charles Allen
place, so called, on
announced until next week, but it is Satnrd'iv
Thev made measurements
settled that there will be only one or two
continued the hearta»
thnu,cs
changes. The superintendent thinks it to Saturday, Oct. 4tli. next. No one opof
the
teachers
fortunate that nearly all
posed the location and very few favored
district schools will remain, so that it U as the Allen
place is the only property
will become possible to retain a teacher accommodated
by theproposed road and
in the place where she has been giving that has a town road extending from the
satisfaction. Changes are bad for both
teacher and pupils.
of tiie Universalist society
■ire arranging for a lawn party to be held
THE AUGUST RACES.
20, upon the church
The following are the entries for the | Wednesday, Aug.
races at the Oxford County fairgrounds,
is enjoying his vacation
Τι esday and Wednesday of this week,
Mr. Waldron has been with
it Portland.
Aug. 12 and 13:
F. P. Stone for ^ vcral years and is liked
2:45 CLASS. Pl'KSE #125.
R. C. Sumner— b. in., Minute West land.
of our Norway people
.1. I. M lllett—Twinkle Wilkes.
F 11. Rumpus—c. g., Chubb.
tend the Mechanic Falls Advent campH. G. Fletcher—b m Nancy Grayson.

Mr.

Mass., is

uu r *

*«KAN1> TKCNK

ANNOUNCEMENT OF TKACHERS FOR THE

hour.

άουτ» PAiu# n>BT orne*.
A. «;
Oflcc Hour·:·."·· IO 7Λ>

NOBWAY.

PARIS SCHOOLS.

This fs a fascinating romance of
the times of Henry of Navarre
when brave gentlemen made

love vehemently and 'defended
their claims hotly with the ever
ready sword which dangled at
their heels.

The Heart of Denise
apt title. While the tale
belongs to the era of chivalry»
the skillful delineation of the
varying emotions of a woman's
heart under trying circumstances
is for all ages. The story is
put in the mouth of the heroine
and right charmingly does she
tell it.

is

an

PARLIN,

P.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST,
Next door

to

South

Post Oflice,

Paris, Maine.

GPProprietor of the famous Prescription RFYI1VO,
—We give free samples.—
cures, price 75 cents.

CASTORIA

For Infants and ChfldrBn.

Tin Klnil You Dan Always Bought

*

/nf

it

//ΙΓλ

*

Sorosis Boots and Oxfords, $3.50.
Evangeline Boots $3, Oxfords $2.50 and
Can be found in all

styles

and widths at

*

$3.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
NORWAY,

MAINE.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.
CrEtlUrn Telephone 119-3.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Κ. I. NwtU'l RealdeNre

US·!!)·

ΊΐηΐΙ^ΙΙ^ΜΝΙΙΜΙΙ^

\m & Pond Pianos.

The Conservatory

BEECHAM'S

Expands.

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Hack Hay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was fouuded in lS&i by Dr.

Κ ben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a tew Ivers Λ- Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
have
servatory has expanded, there
gradually been acquired 2β8 Ivers Λ
With the expansion inPond pianos.
cidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the con31
servatory have placed their order for
additional Ivers Λ- I'ond pianos, making
a total of 2y9.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than _Ό years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

PILLS

;The Best and Safest I

Family Medicine

!

FOR ALL

Bilious and Nervous Disorders

|

Constipation,
f Weak Stomach, Impaired DiΓ gestion, Disordered Liver and
Sick Hcadache,

Female Ailments.

Medicinef

The World's

Annual Sale Exceeds 6,000,000 Boxes,
store·.
10 cents and 25 cents, at all drug
From the Boston Herald, the leading f
its issue
in
have the largest su le of
Fill.New
of
Beeehaun's
England,
newspaper
iu the world, uud
hiiv rrt.pru lary Mcdieiuo
of July i;i,
liiiS luis Uxu achieved
>

»

W. J. WIIEELEK,
South Paris. Oxford

Agent,
Me.

County,

Eastern Steamship Company.
FU RT L ΑΛΙ»

FARE

MVINIOM.

DOLLAR.

ONE

Additional Mundny Service.
(un·! nuil Interior
Kmurta <>f \rw I ukIkixI.

s»

leave

Commencing June luth, 1902.
Krankllu Wharf, Portland, and India Wharf,
Boston, dally, (Sm>.lay» lm-luded) at 7 :00 v. m.
.1. -S. Caki>kk, Agent, India Wharf. Boston.
T. >1
Baktlktt, Agent, KrankUn Wharf,
steamers

Portland.

Λ. II. IIa>sgom, G. Η. Λ T. A.
< ΛίνΐΝ M sriN, Vice l'rec't Λ tien'l Manager.
General OflMi·, t»> Atlantic Ave Boston.

Nasal

CATARRH

In all its M»"»» t'iere
•hou'.d be cleaii:.ue>8.

Without the publicotion

IMIIIIIxlllxillJ

Kodol
Cure

Dyspepsia

Digests what you eat.

il. Υ Β BOTHERS, 56 Warreu

Soft
Harness

Street, New Yorl

situated on the Kucklh'ld road, three miles fron
South I'arl· village. The farm contain» 73 acres
The til a.:·· land to tn a high state of cultlvsilou
oi
The naniirss mc good and titer· tn
woo·] near the house. Large and small fruit It:
Uarn toxiij and carriage hous«
abundance·
Itixio are new, are tlnelv Hatched out-lde and In
Tht
Water Id house and hara.
ind cunt
fin iii in ι km Iwenlji knd of rattle and pair oi
horse». <>n rural delivery and cream route»
Very plea-ant location.

plenty

particulars and

S Μ

terms

HILM»X
neai the

ΚΙΝ(ί

Λ.

Inquire of

«.HAY, So. Paris,

Ο

Ο

οοο

οοο

ο

ο

paini.

work easy, make a sin »otli s trfini·, ami any one can apply them i«
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, pan
tries, kitchens aud furniture
Man)
The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
absorbent aud can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
wll
your dealer
fcnaim I·" at th«

Κ Κ EE Color canl an I our booklet, "Howf tc
Kefurnlsh the Home Without Buying New Kur
nlture."

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

Cblrt|o.
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
ami
Varnish,
Muralo, Ac·.,
spar
Masury's Railroad ami Liquid Paints,
For sale by,

S. P. MAXIM 4 SON,

ΧΛΙλΐ

Initial·.

[Example: Change an overseer to
quicker. Answer: M-aster, f-aster.]
1. Change a repetition of the same
letter at the beginning of words to uneducated. 2. Change an ecclesiastical
head covering to saltpeter. 3. Change
accomplished to uunatural. 4. Change
a beautiful yellow substubce to a pig-

5. Change a kind of fur to the
end of a building. G. Change a kind of
fur to complete.
ment.

No. WM.—Blank·.

."
(Vegetable.) Said
something inferior.
."
(Vegetable.) Said

1. "Small
of some une or
2. "Some
of some one or something superior.

I>.

Satsume imerior Enamgls

\o. 22S.-Hal( Square.

1. To become prevuleut or general. 2.
3. A waiter or
Rulldlugs for. hay.
salver. 4. Une; Indefinite. 3. An intransitive verb. G. A letter.
\o. ÏÏÎI.-ChiuKfd

Naw York
MUNN S Co.36iB™d*"·
C.
St.. \Va.««hlBCtOSt

PERRY DAVIS*

"Painkiller

Instantly relieves sprains, strains

and bruises.

Take no substitute.

25c. and 50c. bottles.

E. W. ( HAVULKK.

Builders' Finish !

I will furnlnh DOOK.S and WINDOWS of any
Size or -Style at reasonable price».

Aiso Window dt Door Frames.

If lu want of any kind of Klnlsh for Inside 01
Outside work, send In your orders. Pine Lum
lier au't Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work.

Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

E.

W.

CHANDLER,

West Sumner,

Maine.

DOES YOUR BOY NEED

,

BRITANNICA?
it as his opinion
that pupils who have accvss to the Encyclopaedia Britannica stand
33'4 Ptr cent, higher in their studies than those that do not enjoy
A well-known

Ο

What five flowers are represented by
the pictures as numbered?

premises.

nrk-pst cirwneklr.
A handsomel*
ill·· .1· imal. Terni». S3 a
culation <·Γ mut *
newsdealer*.
yi-ir : f >ur mouth*. »[. Sold t»yall

MllTU ΡΛΚ1»,

Ο

ΟΟΟΟΟΟΟΟ

Mad· bj STANDARD OIL CO.

Scietidfic American.

Heath &

ooo

Xo. 227.—Five Flower·.

Anvnne sending aidtetch imd description ma*
whether an
qn'.i -.Ijr is· .Tt-iiTi 1'iir <>| II||..|| free<
..mniunlcaiuv<>nti<>ti i<« Ur bal'lr patentable.
•l.m·» 4trictljrr"titlili»ntiu!. 11 ilidbinkull I'nrciite
i>hM niit-eu-τ fur hecurtni; patents.
•ent
tfir· .--il Muim Λ Οχ. recetre
I'nti :, ·«
tptcuU wttic*, « iihout tluvv·.-, iu the

by

ooo

III.—1. A letter in ear. 2. A metal. 3.
A stream of water. 4. A boy's nickname. 5. A letter in ear.

-rim

ordinary paint.

ooo

Sold everywhere
lu ciuia—ail sues.

>r

Don't pay fancy prices when
furnish ou "Satsutna Interior

ο

ear.

A RARE CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.

They

Ο

make* a poor looking: harIlk» new. Made of
pur·, heavy bodied oil, eepecially prepared to Wlu>·
atauvl the weatiier.

Kor

better than

III.

IL

I.
ο

THE HERBERT M. TUCKER FARM,

FARMER'S
Η
Κ Ai ι-ί BALSAM
IClfiTH. ud v*u:.r.i« ti>« haiz.1
1
Ihun lee * IttiuriABt gruwth.
btvr i'ail· to Kcetore Gray]
I Hair to it» Touthful Color.
^ I Curt* «·»·? J ·■«*. a Mb tL.uif.

h

220—Connected Diamond·.

FOR SALE!

SOUTH PARIS,

Nichols St.,

Made

No.

ness

Portrait Work

L. M. TUFTS.

as

My second spoiled my flower first.
The
gardener with a burst

Harness Oil

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

y
price

L

I.—1. A letter in ear. 2. A malt liquor.
8. Living. 4. A space of time. 5. A letter in ear.
II.—1. A letter In ear. 2. A tavern.
3. To go into. 4. Not old. 5. A letter in

EUREKA

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

»ame

Xo. 22(1.—Two Charade·.

ο

ordinarily would.

Mouldings s,JL

are

6. A very celebrated English painter
who lived in the eighteenth century.
His [xir trait s are especially admired.
Primais: A king of Britain, who established the order of the Knights of
the Round Table.

οοο

can make your har
nrxa as soft m a glove
and as touxh κ» wire t.y
uamg El Κ KK A liar.
You ran
■ «•a 4)11.
lengthen ItslilV— make It
last twice a.1 long as It

Mats, Mirrors

ι·

8. The family name of a man who
caused the death of one of the early
Norman kings; whether by accident or
design seems uncertain.
4. A very great German musician
and composer. His works are chiefly
of a sacred character.
5. A Grecian king who distinguished
himself at the siege of Troy. Ile was
especially famed for his wisdom.

Ο

Vou

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Ηγηιι' Μ

England.

E. O. I)k\Vitt A Co., Chicago
Tbe 11. bottle coat. Ins2* Unies the 50c. aiM

('ream Tîalm ii nlaced Into the nostrils, spread*
Belief ie imover tins hk abrauo and is absorbed.
at .· a id a cure follow.*. It is not drying—do*»
t produce sncesiηί. Larije S ze, 50 cent* a: Uru^>or i»y mail; Trial Size, 10 ccnte by mail,

0.

conquests over other countries.
2. A name borne by three kings of

angry
Thi* preparation contains all of the Of sudden rage the mischief spied;
digestants and digests all kinds of "It looks Just like my whoce," he cried.
food. It gives instaut relief and never
II.
kails to cure. It allows you to eat all
traveler
the food you waHt. The most sensitive It was my first. The weary
found
stomachs can take it. By its use many
from
my
shelter
second
Within my
thousands of dyspeptics have been
THIRD.
cured after everything else failed. Is When winds were stilled, there came a
charming sound;
unequalled for the stomach. Children with weak stomachs thrive on it.
The music of my whole with Joy he
heard.
First dose relieves. Δ diet unnecessary.

quickly.

High Grade

234.—Historical Acroatle.
1. A very warlike king of ancient
He was very ambitious, and
times.
his whole reign was a succession of
Ko.

Prepared only by

deans*», ionthe* and h·
The diMlH.nl n»e:i:· u·*!.
*
ltcertir.V:. rrhar.lt
«way a coiil in Uw U.:\ 1

&

of testimonials

among 'em."
How many chickens and how many
cows did be have?

fifty feet

Cures all stomach troubles

Ely's Cream lia!:.»

k

m.—Head· and feet
A farmer was asked bow many chickens and bow many cows be bad.
"Waal." said be, "ef yer kaounted all
I reckmy cattle and poultry together,
on they'd euui up eighteen heads and
Mo.

superintendent of schools

has

given

Thf

Watrhdu|[.

"What kind of a dog is that, papa?"
asked a small Johnny as he observed
the big animal chasing his own tail.
"That's a watchdog," replied the fa-

ther.
"And will he go as soou as he winds
himself up?" asked Johnny.
Key

No.

to

the Punier,

214.—Charade:

I'ie-on-ear—pio-

neer.

No. 215.—Animal I'uzzle: 1. Boa. 2.
5.
4. Elephant.
Beaver.
3. Lynx.
Tapir. 0. Hare.
No. 210.—Nonsense Number: L(0)V.
ME—M=E. LOV+E=LOVE.
Now LOVE you see
Rules all the world, as you'll agree.
No. 217.—Transpositions: Stop, spot,

post, pots, tops.
No. 218.—Beheadings: 1. G-lance.

2.
5.
4. E-mend.
3. E merge.
U-are.
T-hlther. G. I-deal 7. N-ape. 8. G-loss.
•J. Spine. 10. F-lash. 11. It-elapse. 12.
15.
14. S-corn.
13. M-ere.
O-llve.
T-raln.
No. 219.—Double Acrostic: Primais—
Crosswords—
Finale—Trees.
Water.
L Want. 2. Ajar. 3. Tone. 4. Erie.

5. Rats.
No. 220.—Missing Rhyme: L Fear.
2. Near. 3. Beer. 4. Tear. 5. Steer. 0.

Peer.
No. 221.—Wordmaklng: 1. I. 2. If.
a Fig. 4. Gift. 5. Fight. G. Fright.
T. Freight. 8 Frighten.
No. 222.—Geographical Jumble: 1.
Chicago. 2. Vermont 3. Venice.

BEARDS ANDVGLASSES.

IN PURPLE AND GOLD.

HOMEMAKERS" COLUMN.

TH*

COLORS

OF

ROYALTY.

takes a specific name from the substance dread disease Consumption.
cess was a marvel to the medical world.
used for flavoring.
he gave to his friend a
Frozen pudding is ice cream or custard, Prior to his death
for the preparation of the
highly flavored, and containing preserv- formula for the treatment
of Coughs,
ed fruits and nuts. It is often served remedy
with a sauce.
Mousse takes its name from the mossy,
feathery ice developed in whipped cream,
put in a mold, and packed for several
hours in ice and salt.
Water ices are frozen without rapid
motion, which would interfere with the
clearness of the ice; fruit juices are the

principal ingredient.

Sherbets are water ices frozen more
rapidly, and while of egg or gelatin is
often added to give a creamy consistency.
Frappe is ice half frozen or like a

mush.
A few general laws apply to all frozen
desserts. The proportion of sugar and
flavoring must be about double that
needed for an ordinary pudding. For
water ices it is considered better to boil
the sugar and water together to form a
sirup. This may be made in a large
quantity and kept on hand.
Fruits mashed or cut up become lumps
of ice in a cream; therefore, it is better
to use only juice and pulp
pressed
through a linen strainer, and to discard
skins and seeds.
Scalded cream gives a solid smoothFor a different effect whipped
ness.
cream may be added after an ice is partially frozen.
Milk sherbets have been great favorites. When the milk is ice-cold, acid
fruit juice may be put with it without
danger of curdling.
Lemon juice may be combined with
the
any fruit, and serves to bring out
flavor of the other. A small quantity of
creams
ice
all
salt should be added to
and sherbets.
One part of coarse salt and three parts
of ice, pounded nearly as line as the salt,
are combined to do the freezing ordina-

rily.

For frappe the quantity of salt is increased.
The cream or custard should be chilled before it is put in the freezer can.
Since the cream will expand while being
frozen, the cans must not bu filled full.
Kapid motion of the crank is a waste
of energy except for ices in which a
light consistency is desired. When it
becomes ditiicult to turn the handle the
work is done.
The flavor of most ices is improved if
they are packed for several hours after
being frozen.
After the dasher is removed the frozen
mass may be
packed down smoothly in
the can, or put in other molds. These
are to be packed full, a thin paper spread
over the top, the cover put on, and all
cracks around the cover filled with soft
butter. In the same way a mousse is
put into the molds, which are then
packed in ice and salt for hours.
To remove the ice dip the mold in
slightly warm water, or wrap it for a
moment in a towel wrung out of hot
water. Unless this is done carefully
the outlines of elaborate molds will be
melted.
Ices for an invalid, or beef tea, clam
juice, etc., may be frozen in a glass jar
or a small tin can.
Orange baskets are the prettiest dishes
in which to serve an orange ice. Banana
skins may be tilled with banana ice
cream or with whipped cream, and packed in a tin box in ice and salt until
frozen, and then served like fresh fruit.

Colds, Incipient Consumption, Bronchitis

and all Throat and Lung diseases. In
consequence of this Bauer's Instant
Cough Cure can now be purchased from
the following druggists who guarantee it
to cure your cough or to refund your
and
money. It is wrapped in a Purple
Gold package. Samples free.—F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's

Pond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Taxes come

them.

high, but

we

A PHYSICIAN HEALED
Dr. Geo. Ewing, a practicing physician
of Smith's Grove, Ky., for over thirty
years, writes his personal experience
with
Kidney Cure: "For years I

Foley's

had been greatly bothered with kidney
and bladder trouble and enlarged prostate gland. I used everything known
to the profession without relief, until I
commenced to use Foley's Kidney Cure.
After taking three bottles I was entirely
relieved and cured. I prescribe it now
daily in my practice and heartily recommend its use to all physicians for such
troubles. I have prescribed it in hundreds of cases with perfect success." F.
A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
It doesn't worry a
hives.

bee-keeper

to have

Important to Mother·.
y.nitna carefully every bottle of CASTOR!A,
• eafeand

and

aee

«are

that H

FRESH

FRUIT

Tear·.
The Kind Too Have Always Bought
SO

A cat may look at a king and not see
either.

anything remarkable,

CONSUMPTION THREATENED.

"I was troubled with a hacking cough
for a year and I thought I had consumption," says C. Unger, 211 Maple
St., Champaign, 111. "I tried a great
many remedies and I was under the care
I
of physicians for several months.
used one bottle of Foley's Honey and
Tar. It cured me, and I have not been
troubled since." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.;
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Conceit is usually forced to
itself for admiration.

appeal

to

HIS SIGHT THREATENED.

"Last month my boy was poisoned by
some weed," ssys W. II. Dibble, Sioux
City, la. We were afraid lie would lose
his sight. A neighbor recommended
De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve, and in a
few days he was well. For skin diseases,
cuts, burns, scalds, wounds, insect bites,
De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve is sure
Relieves piles at once.
cure.

MAI'LE SAUCE

FOR

ICE-CREAM.

of maple sugar, broken
cup of thin cream, and two
tablespoons of butter in a granite saucepan, and boil without stirring until it
forms a soft, waxy ball when dropped in
cold water. Keep the pan in another of
hot water on the back of the stove until
ready to serve. It will candy on the icecream like hot maple sirup on the snow
in sugaring time.
Put one

or

rolled,

IT NEEDS A TONIC.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers tones the
liver. W. Scott, ôtfl Highland Avenue,
Milton, Pa., says: I have carried DeWitt's Little Early Risers for years and
would not be without them."
What the world needs is more men
who are nut afraid to follow their own
advice.

pound

one

PI.VEAl'l'LE 8HERHET.

this

ê<%A

(ignature is

Laxative

:he

a

Soutt

Pari·, M·.

on

storm.

ou

uvery box of the

Bromo-Quinine
cold In

remedy tbat

curve ο

genuine

one

A NECESSARY PRECAUTION.
Don't neglect a cold. By using One
Minute Cough Cure you can cure it at
Cures coughs, croup, throat and
once.

lung troubles.

the same idiot who thinks
ho knows how to grow a garden thinks
he knows how to manage women.

Usually

peel (and also orange) should
"You seem pretty pleased considering
be all saved and dried; it is a capital
substitute for kindling wood. A hand- your umbrella'· blown Inside out."
ful will revive a dying fire, and at the "Yes; the Joke's on Biffkins. This is
his umbrella I just borrowed!"
same time delicately perfume a room.

t'frr.nr η/~ old UrSAMUELPtTCHKR

/\tmfJuM Seat'
Mx Senna

RwkM* Uu
AmrM

Uin+StU-

!

Ancrfcd Remedy for Constipa
tio'n, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms,( Convulsions .Feverish
ness «nd Loss of Sleep.
Facsimile Signature

;

NEW YORK.
Alb months old

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

11

One second hand Worcester organ,
stops, in nice condition, for $43

THI CCNTAUR COMMNf, NCW VOA« CfTY.

One second hand I)yer & Hughes,
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $123, for $63.

six

One second hand square piano, a nice
for $113, worth $140.

one,

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

Wheeler,

W. J.

BILL'N<j8

BLOCK,

Maine

South Pari*.

"tall," the farmers predicted

Strich & Zeidler
PIANOS.

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS

FOR

No Better Piano made in this

PMl

Hard for any
woman to do
housework—
to attend to
daily duties

Rfcnrds, Blanks, Horns,

Catalogues

Kidney Pills* sold at all drui
Fo-ttcr-Mllburn Co., Ituf

Hay Makers
Attention !
to see the

Ideal Mower

Horse Rakes,

anH Wa ter A, Wood

Harvesting
Machinery.
Second

Ilani

Rakes, etc.,
A good line of
hand.

gooc

South Paris, Maine.

Dont ./uL
Waste
Your
Π
Money J '
be

Get the

True "L. F." Atwoods Bitters

—

to close out odd

TRUES
Mn Wojrm

1 ELIXIR,
The m\j tar·, ult, *nUr*l> nftukl* rtaadt tat m
vorai Ια children or idglu. Mt »t jour Λranln·. ■

C·., AaVirOlfc

lo Oxford and adjacent counties.

—xh^V^B OIL

repre-

FREE

our

J

Interest»

Salary

ON

—

patterns and clear

or

for Your Home·
SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.

GOLD SEAL COmψ
^

a

■

am a

»

m

Sf 9f 13 Plum Stif
Me,

Portland,

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER,
K-tabll-he In IMI. (or ον«τ s'xty year» It w:i<ilu· N'KW % »l£Κ
WKKKLV Ί Itl HUNK, know.i an<i rea'l In every Suie lu t:
Union.
on Nov. 7,1'JOI, It wax ilm^eil tu (tie

FOR
EVERY

MEMBER

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER
η

(·■
hltrh r'a*«, uiito-<late, Illustrate·! agricultural weekly,
faintly—

farmer ι·η·1 bin

OF
THE
FARMER'S
FAMILY

PRICE

Sl.OO

a year, but you ran buy It for lens. How?
«-■ :.
I!v t>ub»ei1lilii£ thnuixli your own favorite home new ,■ :iι
πι κ ο.\κ·»κι> Dkmock xt.
lioth pap r* one year fo ♦-'.00.
KAl,
Senil your opter ami money to ΤΙΙΚ OXt'OKI) Ι>ΚΜ*>ι
South I'.iiin, Maine.

Mnmplf copy Tree. Send your Bildrc»»
WEW-YOlIk Τ 111 Β Ι * Ε FAKHEK. *< "·
Vork Cliy.

to

Chas, F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

NORWAY,

MAINE,

VIVIAN

W.

HILLS,
Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate
Lowest Prices in the

Cameras and Photo

THE

Τ0Ϊ CRMPHONE,

County.

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

GOOD MORNING!
CMMMs Greatest Entertainer
lost Fascinate of all Tors

Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

Wmw there are children there should alto be

A TOY GRAPHOPHONE
PUTS BAM) MUSIC
■NGS NURSERY SONGS
REPEATS MOTHER GOOSE RHYMES

first time and be relieved of your bilious headaches

SALESMEN WANTED

as

sented in this cut,

65 DIFFERENT ART/OLES

some

Carpets

Wool

the

»H. i. r. TBPI i.

υ

A LOW PRICE

repair!

A.W. Walker & Son,

j,

need

up stock.

Hay Tedders,
at

tlie

Samuel Richards.
South Paris, Maine.

stores: 50 cents.
falo. Ν. Y.

m

This Beautiful Couch,
furnished

of the indica
tionK of defective vision and shouh
at
once.
be attended to
You'll be surprised at the com
fort a pair of glasses will afford i
your sight is in any way defective
Scientific examination free am
proper glasses properly adjusted ii
what you are guaranteed here.

;

■

ι

I

of the Print

They are

out. I reai
so severe as to make me cry
and procure» I
about Doan's Kidney l'llls,
& Co.'s drui
some from E. W. Thompsou
in;
store, on Main street. They helped re
time
back Immediately, and In a short
takei
have
I
trouble.
llcved me of the
Doan's Kidney l'llls at Intervals durlni
ο
the last five years, when I felt an attack
backache coming on, «and they alway
wlthou
never
I
am
brought iDetant relief, χ
them In the house."

something said to
just as good.

application.

oftentimes show

gliUiSeH.

at 143 Wnsh
Mnj. C. P. Goodnow. living Conn., snys
Ington street, New Britain.
lv.Mi
December,
In
testimonial
a
"I gave
I'll'"
touching the merits of Doan's Kidney
I had beet
that
said
statement
the
and lu
fo !
bothered with my back and kidneys bu :
years, not constantly,
over thirteen
It
settled
It
generally
when I caught cold
lame and sore. Oftci
my back, making It
wai
back
of
email
my
the pain through the

bargains.
always on

sent on

Eyeache
Blurring

or
relieve a bad back and cure it—cure
bladder disorder, frou
ery kidney and
backache to diabetes.

Machines,

ar.c

Headache

Kidney Pills

have

agent,

SOUTH PARIS, MAIN!?.

FOR SELLING OUR GOODS.

Doan's

also

W. C. McARDLE,

Ν Η

Berlin,

the cause of
backache
and the cure.

We

any

Supplies.

with a
constantly
aching back.
Every woman
should learn

Deering

or

Country.

other

WOMEN'S
WOES.

■

CASÏu,

NIS

South

The greatest rest comes from free
dom of mind. We can keep our tnindi
Le
free if we will but learn how.
them take up one thing at a time am
bo content

on

of

jjj D()S}S-]jCi

great trade.

Chlcago Tribune.

Doan's

lise
For Over
Thirty Years

Hftfcrvnv" rimer.

I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
at

of

>OT "NARCOTIC.

One second hand I vers \ Pond piano,
walnut case, for $930, worth £100.

One second hand Estey organ
Paris, almost new, for 8.13.

Signature

Promoles Digcstion.Cheerful·
ness and Rcst.Conlains neither
Opium .Morpltine nor Mineral.

Ono walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for •200, worth ?2">0.

Ponldn't Improve the Method.
tc
Mrs. Cbugwater-Td be ashamed
do.
the
you
way
in
church
sleep
It't
Mr. Chugwater—1 can't help it.
the only way I know how to sleep.-

daj

In the stock market the man who i«
"on" hopes soon to bo well off.

If.

1 have one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 7jr octave, almost new
fur $18.1.

or snow. When there was a mist hefore the rise of the full moon, if clouds
were seen iu the west before the sun
rose or there was a mist in the fields
before sunrise, wet weather was expected. When the mists vanished rapIdly and the moon seemed to rise faster than usual, tine weather was sure
to gladden the hearts of the merrymakWhen the
ers on the succeeding day.
winds changed and the clouds Hew

along

lAXin,

p.

ha°d instruments.

Tolling thw Wrallirr From MIkI*.
The motion of mists, rapid or slow,

Bears the

lii.d the Stomachs and Bowels of

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second

probably."—

Always Bought

Siiailating the Food andBegula

SUPPLIES !

U

The Kind You Have

AYcgetable Preparationfor As-

Piis-Dfl»

found

have to wear them In almost every
other occupation.
"The majority of those servitors
commence In boyhood, and the demand
of their vocation causes no strain on
the eyesight. Consequently that may
account In a measure for the absence
of nny necessity for the use of specs.
Moreover, the steam from hot viands
would render thein useless
New York Telegram.

For Infante and Children.

v/'r

photographic

tlaln St.. South Pari*·.
M*11 i>r*Vr· οπιπιΐ'Ίν ill'»··1

opposed to the plastics, still 1 have
seldom found a waiter whose eyes indicated that he was In the slightest
need of them.
"You may argue that restaurant
waiters are generally young men.
Grant you that Instantly, but all the
same thousands of men of similar age

Don't fail

DELAY

Lemon

w.

are

The trouble with a man who loses his
temper is that he always tinds it again.

ICE.

UflmLllnU

regarded as one of the best methods of foretelling the approach til* r::in

ΜΟΓ89Ε OR PARFAIT.
Λ wash out on a railway line is ont
Over two beaten egg yolks pour slow- tiling and it is quite another on :i
ly one cup of hot maple sirup, or auy clothes line.
sweet, thick fruit sirup. Cook in double
boiler till it thickens like custard. Cool QUICK RELIEF FOR ASTHMA SUFand combine with one pint of thick
FERERS.
cream beaten Btiff, or the whip from
Foley's Honey and Tar affords iin·
thinner cream. Fill molds and park in
mediate relief to asthma sufferers in the
ice and salt for three or four hours.
worst stages and if taken in time will
etfect a cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
mousse.
coffee
Make the sirup with one-half cup of OrinStevene, Oxford.
sugar and one cup of strong coffee, and
Bigamy seems so sort of foolish a*
proceed as above.
well as criminal.

Fill punch glasses half full with vanilla
ice-cream.
Crush strawberries and
Pour
sweeten to taste with sugar sirup.
the fruit over the ice-cream, nearly filling the glass.

OàBICDAO 9

was

TO MY FRIENDS.
I was troubled with my stomach foi
several months. Upon being advised tc
ICE-CREAM.
use Kodol, I did so, and words cannot
Scald one pint of milk,
reserving tell the
good it has done me. Geo. W,
with
a
make
smooth
to
paste
enough
Viola. Kodol cures all stomacli
one-fourth cup of flour, mix with the Fry,
and bowel troubles, indigestion, dys
hot milk, and cook in a double boiler
half an hour; add beaten yolks of three depsia.
The average duration of life in towns
eggs, cook five minutes longer, stirring
constantly, then add one cup of sugar, is calculated at thirty-eight years, in the
When
one saltspoon of salt and strain.
country lifty-five years.
cool mix with one pint of thin cream.
FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE
Flavor as desired and freeze.
Will cure Bright's Disease.
PHILADELPHIA ICK-CKKAM.
Will cure Diabetes.
One quart of thin cream, one scant cup
Will cure Stone in Bladder.
of sugar, a speck of salt, and flavoring.
Will cure Kidney and Bladder Diseases,
For a smooth, rich ice-cream first
Orin Stevens,
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
scald the cream, then add the sugar, and
Oxford.
cool and flavor just before freezing.
"No! I won't give you fit for tbe dog,
▼ AKIATIONS.
but I'll give you $:5." "Dm! $.'J! Γ<]
Τυ either of these foundation recipes
^et more than tbat a» a reward if I took
for ice-cream, or to one quart of soft
hi m back to his uwnor!"
to
custard, may be uddcd front one cup
with
or
fruit
of
one pint
juice
pulp,
auy
"I bad diabetes in its worst form,"
more sugar according to the acidity of writes Marion Lee of Dunreath, Inil.
the fruit.
"I tried eigbt physicians without relief.
Or one cup of line crumbs or brown Only three bottles of Foley's Kidney
bread, cocoenut cakes, or macaroons, or Cure made me a well man." F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
nuts, or candied fruits chopped fine.

Combine one pint of water with one
pint of fruit juice and pulp—two
oranges, two bananas, one lemon, and
grated pineapple. Make it very sweet,
add a little salt, and freeze till mushy,
then remove the dasher. Stir in the
froth from a pint of thin cream, giving a
marbled appearance, and pack for an
hour.
Other combinations of fruit may be
used.

be

will

children

small

ι:.ϋΓ·

pay all bills for a term of twelve weeks.
By self boarding, students are able to
reduce expenses to a rate within the
means of any ambitious
boy or ^irl.
Write the principal for catalogue or
further information.
W. E. SARGENT, Prin., Hebron, Me.
July, 11)02.

wearing glasses, and while, as I say,
hotel, restaurant and cafe proprietors

remedy for infante and children,

b Use For Over

MACEDOINE ICE.

Tuesday, Sept. 9,1902.

The expenses of a term are now as low
as before the preHent splendid equipment
was completed.
£50.00 to $56.00 will

way.
"Now, this is a fact worthy of note
because in every other calling in life

very

CASTORIA

Academy

The Fall Term of Hebron
will open

old fashioned family or commercial
hotel the servitors may be found with
their noses straddled by optical helps,
but you won't And 'em along Broad-

ONE DOLLAR TO-DAY

CO.,

ïtarely

Are

went on the Inquisitor. "The proprierestautors of our Important hotels,
rants and cafes will not permit either
beards or glasses to be worn by their
waiters. It is possible that in some

"The Concentrated Essence of the
Whole World's Wisdom"

F. A. SHURTLEF F &

That

the number of persons wearing glasses
our
on the Increase, and even In
must have la
schools a considerable percentage of

One can of grated pineapple, one cup
Please Mr. Druggist give me what I
of sugar, juice of two lemons, one tableask for—the one Painkiller, Perry Davis',
of
one
quart
this privilege.
spoon of powdered gelatin,
I know it is tbe best thing on earth for
Kkkcmam's Pills will Olapel the blue».
water or milk.
So do you. Thank
summer complaints.
Every woman hears those things from
CAFE FRAPPE.
you: There is your money.
her husband about other men which the
Dissolve three-fourths cup of sugar in
other men say are a pack of lies.
The average woman pretends to be
Freeze soft, servo in
a quart of coffee.
Is the formative period. What a boy reads in his youth becomes a
of her husband even if she hates
glasses with whipped cream on top. Use proud
a chance means thgt
his
character.
To
of
of
itchiness
scald
boy
Kczema,
very
head,
hives,
give
your
part
about equal parts of salt and ice for him.
the
of
sort
skin
and
relieved,
best
to
it
that
he
has
the
will
see
any
instantly
your
surroundings,
you
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
permanently cured. Doan's Ointment. freezing.
encouragement.
GRAPE SHERHET.
At any drug store.
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
Chill a quart of rich milk in the freez- AU druggists refund the money if it
F. W. Grove's signature
When a man is in trouble his friends er. Warm half a pint of Concord grape fails to cure.
all promise to help him—when they get jelly; as it dissolves add half a cup of on each box. 25c.
freeze.
the
milk
and
rich.
sugar. Mix with
Lieutenant—"Don't you know enough
Or use one pint of grape juice with thin
to salute your superior officer?" New
cream.
is
a
Is what the Encyclopaedia Britannica has been termed. Let your
medicine
free
Foley's Kidney Cure
Lieutenant—"I
Sentry—"I did, sir."
any case of
FROZEN MINT.
boy read its interesting pages and he will look with disdain upon from poisons and willis cure
failed to see you "
Sentry—"I said,
not beyond the
is kidney disease that
him
there
To
ideas.
has
Your
literature.
large
two
a
lemon
ice.
To
boy
Make
"flashy"
quart of
'Hello, there!' but I guess you didn't
reach of medicine. F. A. Shurtleff &
tablespoons of water add one teaspoon hear me."
nothing so attractive as truth. Give him material out of which Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
and
stir
into
of
of
essence
peppermint,
he cm construct far-reaching ideas. Invest
the ice, with enough epinach coloring to
Burdock Blood Bitters gives a man a
Tourist—"I seem to meet millionaires make it a delicate
green; pack in a mold clear head, an ictive brain, a strong,
wherever I go. They're very common in
and bury in ice and salt; the mint is vigorous body—makes him fit for the
this country, aren't they?" Merritt—
greatly improved by standing. Serve battle of life.
most of them."
"Yes,
like a cordial, in small glasses.
and put the Britannica into your home where your boy, as well as
A good woman always tries to teach
STOPS THE COUGH
consult it continually, and
ICE-CREAM FROM
LEFT-OVERS.
your girl, your wife and yourself, can
her children to do what she can't do
COLD.
AND WORKS OFF THE
A pint of boiled custard left from yes- herself—respect their father's brains.
when he attains manhoo<l, there w ill be no place in literature or
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure terday's dessert, a saucerful of canned
professional life to which he may not aspire.
in one day. No Cure, no Pay. pears, an equal quantity of some other
a cold
Croup Instantly relieved. Dr. Thomas'
.'ruit, and one-half cup of cream.
PrLe 25 cents.
Eclectric Oil.
Perfeotly safe. Never
such
combinations
made
from
Many
fails. At any drug store.
The mosquito is not blase, but he con- what happens to be on hand will prove
siders life a bore.
satisfactory enough to bear repetition.
Will prove expensive. Call at our «tore at once, or cut cut this
Landlady—"What portion of the
chicken would you like, Mr. Newcomer?"
NESSELRODE PUDDING.
to
us.
it
v
and
mail
coupon
Foley's Kidney Cure will cure all dishalf of it will be
Shell, blanch, and boil one pint of Mr. Newcomer—"Oh,
eases arising from disordered kidneys or
thank you."
a sieve and ample,
Put
chestnuts.
through
bladder. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
mix with one quart of custard or cream.
·
Stevens, Oxford.
No such thing as "summer complaint"
When partly frozen mix in one-fourth
of candied fruits cut fine.—American where Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild
cup
have
must
mother-in-law
The
problem
Strawberry is kept handy. Nature's
Kitchen Magazine.
staggered Solomon.
remedy for every looseness of the bowels.

Many persons in this community are
suffering from kidney complaint who
oould avoid fatal results by using Foley's
Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Cû.
J
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
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The strong friendship existing between
Fo«nd Upon Hotel Waiter·.
the Emperor of Germany and the late
Emile
see a·waiter weariug glasses?"
Dr.
"Ever
Coi ukm, Oxford Democrat. Parla. Mata».
Berlin
famous
physician,
Schmidt, gave him the authority to sit at demanded the Inquisitor.
His Majesty's right band and to wear
No one could remember, although
FROZEN OESSERTS.
seen
of Imperial favor.
why a waiter should not be
So many names are given to different the purple and gold
Just
the
his friendship to
frozen desserts that a few words of ex- Not only for
with glasses ne well as any other man
noted
Emperor was Dr. Emile Schmidt
not apparent
planation are needed. Ice cream conwonderful victory over that was
sists mainly or entirely of cream, and but for his
'It*s Juet like the wenrlng of beards,"
His suc-

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
delivered expressage prepaid.

Ulft PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
164 Τremont St., BOSTON.
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DO YOU WANT IT*.1
we ABK

postal or telephone to
you a supply promptly.
A

NKVKK OUT.

us

will

A. W. WALKER &
WOIJTH

PARIM, IV Κ

bring

SON,

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Briok,
Sand, Ac.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

